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Computing systems that make use of other people's data are an important and
pervasive aspect of modern life. However, users have little ability to specify how their
information should be used, and system providers have insucient tools to provide
assurance that they correctly handle that information.
Decentralized information ow control (DIFC) provides a framework for specifying policies on the use of information and ensuring that systems abide by those
policies. However, existing DIFC systems do not address the complexity of the modern software ecosystem, where multiple entities interact to provide the software, data
storage, and computational resources for a given application.
This dissertation aims to bridge the divide between the strong security guarantees
provided by DIFC systems and the complex requirements of today's distributed
applications.
We present Fabric, a platform for secure distributed storage and computation.
Fabric provides a high-level programming model that enables heterogeneously trusted
parties to share code, information, and computational resources while enforcing
strong information ow constraints. We have evaluated Fabric by building applications that model the data storage, communication, and software evolution patterns present in existing applications, while adding appropriate information ow

constraints. Results from these applications suggest that Fabric has a clean, concise
programming model, oers good performance, and enforces strong security policies.
In a decentralized setting like Fabric, it should be the case that a principal's
security policy can only be violated if someone they trust misbehaves. Formalizing
these notions in a decentralized system is challenging because statements of trust
and denitions of policies are also decentralized.
To address this challenge, we show how to identify the data that inuences information ows in a broad class of DIFC systems. We use inuenced ows to formalize
the notion that you can only be harmed by those you trust, and show that denitions of harm based on inuenced ows generalize existing semantic denitions of
information ow security.
Since trust statements in federated systems are distributed, determining whether
a computation is safe may require a separate distributed computation, which may
in turn introduce potentially unsafe information ows. We present a programming
language for distributed authorization queries that tracks information ow. We show
that programs in our language do not leak information, and that the language is
suciently expressive to model nontrivial authorization queries.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
We have entered an era saturated with digital data about people's personal lives. A
large and growing portion of the population uses some form of social media to share
details of their day-to-day activities. Businesses rely on digital systems to track
the behavior of customers and employees alike, and this tracking is becoming easier
as more of our transactions are taking place online. Health care and government
institutions maintain records about the populace as well.
Digital data has great potential to improve our liveslimited only by our ability
to come up with new and interesting ways to combine it. To address the demand
for new ways to integrate and share data, a diverse ecosystem of software developers
has sprung up, including large institutional players like Facebook and Google, and a
multitude of smaller websites and application developers.
The key ingredient for this kind of ecosystem to thrive is the ability to seamlessly
combine software and data from an open-ended set of sources. However, that ability
comes with some risk: users consider the data that describes their lives to be private,
and they require assurance that such data remains condential. Moreover, because
they rely on these systems more and more, the integrity and availability of data is also
crucial. Allowing arbitrary combinations of software to operate on and share sensitive
data can clearly violate these condentiality, integrity, and availability requirements.
In an open software ecosystem, there are many parties that have security concerns. Each user cares about the condentiality and integrity of their own information. Service providers also have security concerns: they may wish to protect the
1

condentiality of their intellectual property or the integrity of the information that
they give to users, for example. In fact, many service providers oer detailed privacy
policies that legally require them to enforce per-user privacy settings.
The ability to combine data owned by dierent parties means that everyone's
security concerns must be considered in tandem. If condential data owned by
multiple users is combined into a web page, for example, then each of the users must
be satised that the web page is only viewed by principals who are allowed to learn
that condential information.

1.1 The State of the Art
Today's computing platforms typically address these security requirements by isolating applications from one another. For web applications, this approach is typied
by the same-origin policy [Zal09], which prevents a web site from interacting with
browser state that is associated with a dierent site. This rule was adopted to prevent
cross-site scripting attacks, in which an untrusted web page examines the content of
a trusted web application and then communicates that information back to a third
party.
Unfortunately the same-origin policy is both too strong and too weak. It is
too strong because service providers want to integrate third-party software (and
advertisements) with our data. To achieve this functionality, service providers host
content on behalf of advertisers and third party developers to make it appear as if
the content all came from a single origin.

2

The same-origin policy is also too weak. Once a trusted party is willing to host
content for an untrusted party (such as an advertiser), the same-origin policy can no
longer protect sensitive information. Since the untrusted portion of the application
comes from the same origin as the trusted application, it can observe the condential
information, and then smuggle that information to a third party in the form of a
request, by loading an image for example.
Another example of the isolation approach to security can be found in the app
stores that have become popular for mobile devices. When a user nds an application that they wish to install, the system provides them with a set of permissions,
such as access to the camera, storage device, the internet, or their contact database.
Typically the user performs a mental calculationthey make a guess about what
the application will do with the permissions that are granted to it, and then decide
what the implications of those actions might be on the security of their information.
Once installed, the system will prevent the application from performing any sensitive operations for which it was not granted permission, but there is no way to
provide assurance that the application acts as the user suspected. For example, an
email application would naturally expect permission to access a user's contact list
and also the internet. The user probably doesn't expect the program to periodically
send an email to the author of the program containing all of the user's contacts, but
nothing in the system prevents the program from doing so. Similarly, mobile games
typically request permission to access the state of the telephone functionality, presumably so that they can pause themselves if a call comes in. But again, this is only
an informal expectationnothing prevents the game from posting your information

3

publicly, or even subversively encoding it into the high scores that it posts on the
high-scores list.
The problem is that users must specify
the end-to-end

access control policies as a stand-in for

information ow policies that they expect to be enforced. What the

user cares about in these examples is who is allowed to learn about or aect specic
pieces of dataregardless of whether the information is directly communicated to
those parties or communicated through a third-party service, regardless of whether
the channel goes through a single application or through multiple applications, and
regardless of whether the information is communicated via disk storage, interprocess
communication, networking, or some other mechanism.
As applications incorporate more and more functionality, they require more and
more permissions. Isolation approaches typically lead to user fatigue, where users
are unable or unwilling to reason about what an application might be doing, and
just develop the habit of clicking accept.
These problems stem from the fact that isolation-based security approaches are
noncompositional: even if two components of a system are independently secure, the
interactions between them may not be. When advertising and content interact in
nontrivial ways in web applications, or when a mobile application combines looking
up addresses and sending email, or when managing phone calls and posting scores are
combined in a game, one has to look at the details of the combination to determine
whether it is safe.
Information ow control [DD77, Mye99a, Sim03, ZBWM08, KYB+ 07] is an appealing approach to security which addresses these diculties. Information ow

4

control systems track the ow of information through computations, ensuring that
condential data cannot aect less condential output in any way. Information ow
control enables developers and users to reason about the end-to-end impact of their
policies without understanding the details of the systems that handle their data.
The theory of information ow control in individual programs running on trusted
platforms is fairly well understood. However, applying information ow control to
the modern distributed software ecosystem presents new challenges. Applications
do not run on a single device, or even on devices that are administered by a single
entity. Modern applications typically perform some parts of their computations on
a client (typically administered by a user) and some parts on servers administered
by cloud providers such as Google or Amazon. They also commonly access servers
operated by the application providers and third parties, and may even span systems
operated by multiple end users.
For these applications, there is no single entity that everyone trusts to enforce
their security policies. Instead, each principal trusts some subset of the components of the system. This situation invalidates a key assumption underlying existing
information ow control techniques: that there is a trustworthy entity that can statically check or dynamically monitor the running program to ensure it complies with
information ow policies.

5

1.2 Contributions
Our goal is to adapt the techniques of information ow control to the modern landscape of distributed applications running on a partially trusted platform. This landscape of heterogeneous trust presents conceptual and practical challenges for the
design and implementation of secure software. This dissertation addresses some of
these challenges.

1.2.1 The Fabric System
Our rst contribution to this eort, described in Chapter 2, is Fabric, a programming language and distributed system that serves as a platform for building secure
federated systems. Fabric makes information ow analysis more tractable by integrating all components of a distributed application into a coherent program written
in a single language using shared high-level abstractions.
This approach contrasts with the architecture of today's global computing infrastructure. Modern applications rely on a hodgepodge of interacting technologies,
including browsers using JavaScript to operate over HTML and XML, native applications for mobile devices and desktop computers written Java, Objective C, and many
other languages, web services written in a variety of static and dynamic languages,
data storage ranging from at les to structured relational databases to global cloud
storage services.
Fabric raises the level of abstraction by integrating the tools needed to build
distributed applications into the language and programming model. Higher level

6

primitives make it easier to reason about the behavior of the system as a whole, which
is necessary for giving programmers and users strong end-to-end security assurance.
Providing a unied language makes both programming and program analysis
more tractable, but we must also ensure that the language is expressive enough
to model applications with the features that users have come to expect. The key
features of today's software ecosystem that Fabric models include the following:

•

An open system

Fabric is an open platform like the web, rather than a

collection of closed services like today's clouds. Anyone can bring code, data,
or computational resources to the table, and those resources are all treated
uniformly by the platform.

•

Distributed computing

Fabric supports computations that span multiple

locations and trust domains. For example, parts of a typical web application
might run on the user's browser, on the provider's web server, on a back-end
database server, and on a third party's web service. Fabric supports this kind
of design through function shipping and data shipping.

•

Persistent storage Support for distributed persistent storage is tightly integrated into Fabric's computational model. All Fabric data is stored using the
same interface, allowing us to reason about information ows through storage.

•

Mobile code Fabric allows any developer to add new code to the system and
allows code to be dynamically shipped to dierent hosts for execution. This
mechanism is analogous to shipping of JavaScript code to browsers, shipping
of SQL queries to databases, and even the distribution of application code
through app stores.
7

Fabric extends these capabilities by supporting end-to-end information ow security, thereby enabling users to run modern integrated applications with assurance
that their security policies will be respected.
To achieve these ends, trustworthy Fabric nodes perform information ow analysis
on application code prior to execution. This analysis is aware of the principals
that are responsible for operating dierent components of the system and the trust
relationships between them, and does not make any assumptions about the behavior
of untrusted components.
The analysis is also aware of the information ow policies associated with the
data that the applications manipulate. It is therefore able to determine whether
the applications abide by those policies, even if untrusted principals are acting maliciously. A key contribution of Fabric is the adaptation of prior information ow
control analyses to function in the presence of partially trusted code on a partially
trusted platform.
Integrating features for distributed computation and persistent storage into Fabric presents new challenges because previous systems that provide these features have
not been concerned about potential information ows. To address these challenges,
we have developed novel implementation techniques that avoid information leaks
present in previous systems. These techniques are another major contribution of the
Fabric system.
Fabric's computational model provides enough exibility to faithfully model modern applications. We validate this claim by presenting a variety of example applications that we have implemented in Fabric. Most notably, we have built a model of a

8

social network that allows untrusted applications to manipulate users' private data
while preserving the security requirements of the users. We show that Fabric's information ow control mechanisms ensure that the security requirements of each user
are preserved by this application. Although existing social networking service allow
third parties to develop applications today, we believe this is the rst example of a
service that integrates third-party applications while providing strong information
ow guarantees.
Although Fabric's primary purpose is to provide a platform for investigating the
security of integrated software platforms, it is important to show that the techniques
we have developed can be made to perform eciently. Chapter 2 contains a performance evaluation of a number of applications that we have implemented in Fabric;
it shows that we need not sacrice performance to achieve strong security.

1.2.2 Decentralized Information Flow Analysis
The second major contribution of this dissertation, described in Chapter 3, is a
mathematical framework for evaluating partially trusted information ow control
systems.
The gold standard for information ow control systems is a property called

non-

interference [SM03]. A system satises noninterference if an observer that sees only
public output from the system can infer nothing about the secret input, and an attacker that can only inuence low-integrity input cannot aect high-integrity output
in any way.
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In practice, noninterference is too restrictive to describe many systems that are
considered secure. In practice, information ow control systems provide a weakened
form of noninterference that allows private information to be declassied, or low
integrity information to be endorsed. There are a variety of security properties that
describe the safety of information ow in the presence of downgrading [SS05].
Proving that a system satises any of these information ow properties requires
assumptions about the implementation of the system. For example, an enforcement
mechanism that uses static program analysis assumes that the program that is being
analyzed is the same as the program that is being executed, and that the hardware
that executes the program does not allow private information to be read directly by
attackers. These assumptions make sense when the system is running on a trusted,
centralized platform, because users can rely on physical security and secure hardware
to ensure the integrity of the platform.
In an open software ecosystem like Fabric, these assumptions are far too strong.
Indeed, the denition of an open system is that any party can provide computational
infrastructure. There is no reason to assume (and no way to verify) that an arbitrary
participant correctly implements any security mechanisms.
Cryptographic techniques such as secure multi-party computation [CLOS02] and
encrypted query processing [PRZB11] provide strong guarantees of security properties even for programs executing on untrustworthy platforms. However, these techniques tend to be specialized and expensive; they are not yet practical for application
to general software [NLV11].
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Instead, we rely on the insight that while no single component of the global
computational infrastructure is trusted by everybody, each participant does trust
some portion of the infrastructure. By making use of users' stated trust assumptions,
we can state security properties that are relativized to each user's trusted computing
base.
We refer to this idea as the Decentralized Security Principle (or DSP). Informally,
the DSP states that a user can only be harmed if someone they trust is untrustworthy,
and that the harm is limited to the extent of the trust that is granted. Making this
property precise and proving that a system satises it requires clear denitions of
harm, trust, and trustworthiness.
In Chapter 3, we use the DSP to give a relativized denition of noninterference.
We formalize the idea that a user is harmed if their condential information aects
data in the system in a manner that conicts with their policies, or if their highintegrity data is modied in a way that is not specied by their policies. This
formalization is consistent with noninterference-based denitions: we show that the
total absence of harm is equivalent to noninterference.
We also give a relativized denition of a weakened form of noninterference called
nonmalleable information ow [CMA17]. Here, the denition of harm is more subtle:
information ows are allowed, but only if they are mediated by data with appropriate
condentiality and integrity constraints. We give a formal denition of an inuenced
ow and use it to dene a security condition that is very similar to nonmalleable
information ow.
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In our model, a statement of trust has a well-dened and universal meaning.
Roughly speaking, a user should express trust in another party (the

trustee ) if they

believe that the trustee faithfully abides by the required system's semantics. If the
trustee actually does correctly follow the system's semantics, we say that they are

trustworthy. Our formal denition of trustworthiness for the information ow setting
is given in Chapter 3.
Trustworthiness is universal in the sense that the formal denition is not applicationspecic; a user's statement of trust does not assert that the trustee can make correct

decisions about the appropriate use of data, only that they correctly secure their
systems.
Trustworthiness is

local in the sense that the trustworthiness of a principal de-

pends only on the actions that the principal takes. This means that an individual can
use physical security, process management, and secure hardware [CD16, NMB+ 16]
to ensure that their systems are trustworthy, even though they cannot ensure that
other actors in the system are trustworthy. Because trustworthiness is local, service
providers can reasonably claim to be trustworthy, although it is up to users to decide
whether to accept those claims or not.
Trust should not be an all-or-nothing proposition, especially in an open software
ecosystem designed to allow integration of dierent kinds of data. Each user trusts
dierent principals to dierent extents. To capture these dierent levels of trust,
each statement of trust in our model is

qualied by the set of policies that may be

violated if the trustee is not trustworthy.
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1.2.3 Flows Through Dynamic Authorization
Trustworthy applications that handle sensitive data or perform sensitive operations
must be able to determine the relevant security policies so that they can ensure that
they are respecting them. In a distributed system, these policies may come from multiple sources and cannot be xed at the time the software is written. For example,
an application that integrates data from multiple social networks will draw the policies on some users' data from one social network while reading the policies on other
users' data from another. In many authorization schemes (e.g., PeerAccess [WZB05],
Cassandra [BS04]), even the authorization of a single action may require integration
of data from multiple sources.
Implementing authorization in distributed systems is hard for many of the same
reasons that implementing any secure distributed application is hard: Authorization decisions typically depend on the state of the system, but this state may be
distributed across many locations and trust domains. The system must be able
to answer authorization queries consistently, eciently, with integrity, and without
leaking condential information to untrusted parties.
As a simple example, consider an authentication-as-a-service system such as
OAuth [HL11]. The goal of these systems is to allow users to reuse existing accounts
(such as Facebook or Google accounts) to identify themselves to third parties. This
approach saves application providers from handling the tricky details of implementing authentication properly, while also reducing the proliferation of accounts that
each user must manage.
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Many users are justiably reluctant to make use of these services, because they
worry about the privacy implications [MH03a]. Some users do not want to allow
the authentication providers to learn what websites they are logging into, when they
log into them, or how often they do. Others are willing to allow these providers to
learn that information, but are worried about that information leaking through the
providers to their friends or the public at large.
These are fundamentally concerns about information ow. Fabric provides highlevel abstractions that address these concerns, and it makes sense to apply these
general tools to the reason about the specic problem of information ow through
authorization. However, this presents a challenge, because the existing work on information ow assumes that there is a xed, pre-existing set of authorized ows [SM03].
This assumption is inconsistent with our desire to analyze realistic authorization protocols.
Chapter 4 examines the issue of information ows through dynamic authorization
requests in detail. We apply the formal concept of ow developed in Chapter 3 to a
model programming language that contains a simplied version of Fabric's security
and communication mechanisms. We present an information ow type system and
formally prove that any well-typed program exhibits no harmful ows. We then
implement a model of the authorization primitives that are built into Fabric as a welltyped program in this language, thus showing that Fabric's dynamic authorizations
can be implemented securely.
Our analysis goes beyond previous work because we explicitly model the distribution of the authorization state throughout the system, and we ensure that no accesses
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to the distributed state can leak information inappropriately. Our language model
also avoids the assumption the authorization state is xed, which makes the analysis
more suitable for a long-running open system.
The language we have developed in Chapter 4 is interesting in its own right. We
make use of a restricted form of dependent types to allow programmers to dynamically construct security proofs in their programs. We discuss how the same technique
could be applied to the Fabric language to simplify and clarify common design patterns. This approach was inspired by research that uses dynamically constructed
proofs to improve the scalability of distributed systems [LMA+ 14].
In summary, this dissertation presents three primary contributions: the design
and implementation of the Fabric system, the formal denition and application of
the decentralized security principle, and the introduction and analysis of the problem
of information leaks through dynamic authorization requests. These contributions
are concrete steps towards the vision of a modern integrated software ecosystem that
preserves the security of all participants, but many challenges remain. Chapter 5
concludes with a discussion of some potential next steps.
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Chapter 2
The Fabric System
This chapter presents the design and implementation of the Fabric system.
We demonstrate Fabric's features using an example application called FriendMap.
FriendMap consists of untrusted code that integrates information from a social network with data from a partially trusted mapping service. Section 2.1 describes the
FriendMap application in detail.
Section 2.2 describes the details of the Fabric programming model and explains
how we use Fabric's abstractions to construct the FriendMap example. Section 2.3
describes the architecture of the Fabric system and the design of the mechanisms
required to securely realize that architecture.
To evaluate the design of Fabric, we have built several example applications,
including the FriendMap example. Section 2.4 describes our experience with implementing these applications, and presents performance results. These results suggest
that Fabric's abstractions can be implemented eciently. We conclude in Section 2.6
by discussing related work and future directions.

2.1 A Running Example
To illustrate the security challenges faced by applications running on a partially
trusted platform, we present a running example application that we call FriendMap.
This application allows a user of a social network to create a map displaying the
locations of their friends. Let us call the user Alice and one of her friends Bob.
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friendmap
app code

alice
1. fetch app.

snapp

2. fetch friends.

mapserv

3. compute boundary.
4. build map.
5. annotate map.
6. post map.

Figure 2.1: Overview of the FriendMap social mashup example.
Figure 2.1 shows the interactions Alice's client makes while executing FriendMap.
First, Alice's client downloads the application code (1) to execute locally. The
FriendMap application then fetches the locations of Alice's friends (2) from the social network (Snapp). Based on those locations, it determines what geographical
area it will need to display (3). It then submits this bounding box to a third party
map service (MapServ), which constructs a map of the area (4). The blank map is
returned to Alice's client, where the friends' locations are added (5). Alice can then
choose to post the map to the social network to share with her friends (6).
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2.1.1 Security Considerations
Even this simple example has complex security requirements because the principals
trust each other to diering degrees. For example, Alice trusts MapServ to learn
some information about her friends, but Bob may not trust MapServ at all. In that
case, FriendMap must avoid using his location to compute the map request.
Similarly, although Bob trusts Alice to see his location, he may not trust Alice's
friends with the same information. If so, FriendMap must either avoid posting the
resulting map where Alice's friends can see it or omit Bob's location from the map.
Further, none of the involved principals trust the provider of the FriendMap code.
Therefore some mechanism is needed to ensure that the code enforces their policies;
any principal who controls this mechanism or the node on which it operates must
be trusted to enforce these policies. In this example, Bob trusts Alice to enforce
the condentiality of his location, so Alice's node is responsible for enforcing this
condentiality policy.
In real applications, policies are more nuanced than lists of entities allowed to
learn information. In the FriendMap example, Bob may consider his exact location
condential, but be willing to release some information about where he is, such as
the city he is in. Alternatively, he may not mind letting the public know where he
was yesterday, but may wish to keep his current location secret.
These more complex policies can be thought of as a form of controlled declassication: Bob is willing to declassify secret information if it is processed in a certain
way or if it is embargoed for a certain period of time. Although the platform must
support declassication, it is critical that any downgrading is authorized. In this
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example, the platform must ensure that the code performing the declassication is
either provided by or endorsed by Bob.

2.1.2 Software Construction and Evolution
Enforcing the integrity of application code and the input to those programs is meaningless if the developers of the applications are unable to reason about the correctness
of those programs. This task is challenging in the modern software ecosystem because applications are composed of many components that are developed by dierent
organizations and are upgraded on dierent schedules. In an environment like Fabric, where dierent principals trust dierent software developers and providers, the
challenges are even greater. Every user must have condence that the integrity of
the data they care about is maintained, even if the software that manipulates that
data is provided by a partially trusted source.
In the FriendMap example, the FriendMap application is built on top of APIs
provided by both Snapp and MapServ. As part of the development process, the
FriendMap developers will make assumptions about the specications of these APIs.
These specications are typically stated informally in documentation, if they are
explicitly stated at all; but even with unstated assumptions, the developers expect
software dependencies to operate consistently over time.
These requirements stand in conict with the ability for applications to be upgraded over time. It is important for Snapp to be able to update their service to
add new features, deprecate old features, and x bugs without coordinating with
the open-ended set of app developers that integrate with their platform. Similarly,
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FriendMap should be able to upgrade their software to make use of new features as
they become available without having to coordinate their upgrades with all of the
APIs that they rely on.
To meet these goals, the components that make up today's software are typically
gathered together at least twice: once by the developer for compilation and testing, and once on behalf of the end user for execution. Programs in more dynamic
systemslike JavaScript libraries on the webmay be refetched and reassembled
every time a page is displayed. In fact, the situation is even more complex for
JavaScript, because code may be cached: One cannot even be sure that all of the
components of the application were fetched at the same time.
Such dynamic relinking allows for software to be upgraded piecemeal over time,
but it can also lead to violations of the assumptions that developers make about
the software that they depend on. These violations can lead to corruption of high
integrity data.
Fabric provides support for software interoperability and evolution while ensuring
that parties that any user does not trust cannot violate the correctness or secrecy of
their data. It does this by tracking the provenance of code in the system and using
program analysis to maintain the integrity of important data.

2.2 Fabric Programming Model
Before describing how the Fabric system meets the goals described above, we present
the Fabric programming model. This discussion introduces the key abstractions of
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Fabric and sets the stage for our presentation of the Fabric system implementation
in Section 2.3.
Application developers interface with the Fabric system using the Fabric programming language. The Fabric language is an extension of Jif [MZZ+ 06], which in
turn extends Java [AGH05]. Fabric extends the object-oriented paradigm of these
languages by providing support for secure distributed computation over persistent
objects.
We assume that the reader is familiar with object-oriented programming and with
the Java programming language. We do not assume the reader is familiar with Jif;
relevant concepts will be introduced as they are needed.

2.2.1 Data in Fabric
As in Java, all data in Fabric are represented as

objects. Objects have an identity

that other objects can refer to, and they maintain state in the form of elds.
Unlike Java objects, Fabric objects are persistent and distributed. Each object is
stored on a named host, the

store of the object. Object references are composed of

the name of the store that holds the object and a 64-bit

object identier (OID) that

is unique within the store. Because Fabric references are global and persistent, it
makes sense to serialize them into a form suitable for export from Fabric. We often
encode Fabric references in URLs of the form  fab://[store]/[oid]; we refer to
these as Fabric URLs.
Because Fabric objects are distributed and persistent, they can be used to model
database rows, entries in persistent key-value stores, les, and other mechanisms for
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persistent storage. Similarly, Fabric references can be used to model foreign keys in
a database, directory entries, or URLs on the web.
Figure 2.2 depicts some of the important objects in the FriendMap example.
There are three stores, operated by Snapp, FriendMap, and MapServ respectively.
Objects representing the users Alice and Bob are stored by Snapp, while FriendMap
stores an object containing the code for the FriendMap application. MapServ stores
objects containing the data used to construct their maps.

2.2.2 Computation in Fabric
As in Java, all Fabric computation takes place by executing methods on objects.
Unlike Java, Fabric executes computations on a specied host, the

worker of the

computation. Fabric programs can explicitly transfer execution to a dierent worker
by making a remote call. The syntax o.f@w(...) indicates that the method f of
object o should be invoked on the worker w. We refer to the ability to transfer control
to remote workers as

function shipping.

Fabric has no requirement relating the worker where a computation is executing
to the stores of the objects that the computation accesses. Whenever a computation
accesses an object, a copy of the object is sent to the worker, and any updates to
the object are sent back to the store that holds the object1 . We refer to the process
of moving data from stores to workers and back as

data shipping.

Together, function and data shipping can model a large number of interaction
patterns used in distributed software. Data shipping models situations like http GET
1 This is a conceptual description of what happens. In reality Fabric has sophisticated caching
and transactional mechanisms that are explained in Section 2.3.
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FriendMap store
FriendMap app object

FriendMap code

MapServ store
MapServ object
maps
maps
maps
maps

MapService code

1import MapService;
2import User;

4class FriendMapApp {
5

MapService mapServ;

7

Box createBB(User u, label reqLbl) {
Box result = new Box();
for (User f : u. friends )
if ( f .locLbl v reqLbl)
result .expand(f.loc );
return result;
}

8
9
10
11
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Map createMap(User u, label annLbl) {
Box req = createBB(u, {>→mapServ});
Map resp = getMap@mapServ(request);
Map annotatedMap = response.copy(local);
for (User f : u. friends )
if ( f .locLbl v annLbl)
addPin(annotatedMap, f.loc);
return annotatedMap;
}

Map viewMap(User u) {
return createMap(u, u.privateLbl);
27 }
25
26

Snapp store
users

A.friends

···

···

Bob

Alice

...

name: "Alice"
age:
25
friends :
class :

User code
public class User
implements Principal
{

Map postMap(User u) {
30
return createMap(u, u.wallLbl);
31 }
32}
29

}

List
friends ;
String name;
int age;

Figure 2.2: The stores and objects in the FriendMap example application. Notice
that objects can refer to objects on other stores. For example the FriendMap application object points to the MapServ object. Note also that like all other data in
Fabric, code is stored in Fabric objects: See Section 2.2.3 for more details.

requests and features for remote connectivity, where data moves to the host running a
computation; Function shipping models situations like SQL queries, remote methods,
and web APIs, where the computation moves to the data.
The FriendMap example uses data shipping to move objects from FriendMap
and Snapp to Alice's worker. It also uses function shipping to construct the map on
MapServ's worker to improve performance.

2.2.3 Evolving Secure Software
In Fabric, as in Java, every object has a reference to its class (or class

object ), which

is a separate object containing code dening the object's dynamic behavior. When
methods are invoked on an object, the object's class object is fetched and the code
is run.
In contrast with systems like Java that allow the libraries that programs link
against to be resolved dierently at run time and at compile time, Fabric binds
names in code to

specic immutable versions of the libraries that the code links to.

Similarly, once an object is created, the class of that object is xed to a specic
immutable class object. This design means that the code dening the methods of an
object will not change over time.
This design choice may seem to hinder software evolution, because software is
typically upgraded today by simply replacing the old versions of libraries with the
new versions. However, we believe that simply relinking software leads to software
instability, because application programmers do not have a chance to evaluate the
compatibility of new and old libraries, and the library vendors have only informal
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mechanisms for specifying which portions of upgrades are backward compatible. This
situation ultimately results in the costly and error prone manual quality assurance
processes that accompany software deployment today [BFI14].
Instead of using dynamic linking to evolve software, Fabric leverages the objectoriented techniques of inheritance and subtyping. In Fabric, new versions of classes
are stored in separate class objects, so that they can co-exist and interact in the
same system. If the new versions of classes are backward-compatible, then they
should be subtypes of the old versions; this allows existing software that links against
the old version to interact with objects using the new version. If the new version
is incompatible with the old version, then it should not be a subtype: this forces
software that relies on the old functionality to be updated as well. In short, there
are no dierent versions of the same class: if two versions of a class are dierent,
then as far as the Fabric system is concerned, they are dierent classes.
In Java (and many other languages), the name of a type is synonymous with
the identity of the type. This leads to two problems in the context of Fabric. The
rst is that while dierent versions of classes are technically dierent in terms of the
way the system works, programmers nd it convenient to talk about a class without
referring to a specic vendor and version of that class. Second, a global system like
Fabric would require a process for allocation of class names, and this would represent
a central service that would need to be trusted.
Instead, we build on abstractions that we've already discussed: code is data in
the system, and are therefore stored as objects. The identity of a class is simply
the reference to the object containing its code. Section 2.2.8 shows that reusing the
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object abstraction for classes also claries the novel information ow mechanisms we
have designed.
Rather than require programmers to insert Fabric URLs into their source code,
we allow them to use the familiar Java naming scheme. However, programmers are
also required to provide a

codebase : a mapping from fully qualied Java names to

Fabric URLs. A codebase is similar to a Java classpath, except that it contains global
persistent references and is stored along with the published class. Codebases ensure
that names mentioned in the code are always resolved to the same class objects.
To make the process of software evolution clearer, let us look at the upgrade path
in the FriendMap example, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. Suppose that Snapp decides
to extend their service by adding a mood eld to the com.snapp.User class. They
would do so by creating a new class, also called com.snapp.User2 . The new class
would explicitly extend the old class, which means that the existing FriendMap code
(which the Snapp developers have no control over) can continue to work, even with
objects of the new User type.
At a later time, the developers of FriendMap may wish to release a new version
that uses the mood of the user's friends to color the annotations that are placed on the
map. FriendMap cannot assume that all users have the new User type (and thus the
mood eld). For example, the existing users Alice and Bob would not be upgraded
to the new versions. Therefore, FriendMap must decide how it should handle old
users.
2 The Fabric language has a mechanism that allows programmers to use a dierent name, such

as

oldVersion.com.snapp.User,

allowing them to distinguish between dierent classes with the

same name.
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User version 2

User version 1
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11

public class User {
String

int

name;
age;

Location loc ;
.
.
.

12
13

}

codebase v1;

public class User
extends
v1.User
{
MoodInfo mood;
.
.
.
}

Friendmap version 2a
Friendmap version 1
14
15
16
17
18
19

public class FriendMap {
Map addToMap (User user) {
addPin(user.loc );
}
.
.
.
}

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

codebase v1; codebase v2;

public class FriendMap
extends
v1.FriendMap
{
Map addToMap(v1.User u) {

if

(u

instanceof v2.User) {

User u2 = (v2.User) u;
addMoodPin (u2.loc, u2.mood);
}

else

addPin(u.loc);

}
}

Friendmap version 2b
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

public class FriendMap
extends v1.FriendMap
{
Map addToMap(v2.User u) {
addMoodPin (u.loc, u.mood);
}
}

Figure 2.3: Software evolution in the FriendMap example. In the beginning, Snapp
publishes the User API, version 1. Next, FriendMap decides to use this API to
provide version 1 of its service. Later, Snapp upgrades the User API by adding a
mood eld; to remain backward compatible they make the new User class extend the
old (line 9). FriendMap can later choose to upgrade their service to make use of
the new mood eld, in a way that is either backward compatible (version 2a) or not
(version 2b).

One possibility would be to change the FriendMap interface so that it only accepts
objects of the new User type. This choice would prevent the new FriendMap from
being a subtype of the old FriendMap. Alternatively, the new FriendMap application
could use dynamic downcasting to detect and use the new mood eld, and therefore
remain backward compatible.
The key point is that the FriendMap developers are forced to consider the ramications of updating their application, and have the ability to document whether
new versions are backward compatible by inheriting from the old versions or not.

2.2.4 Principals
The key feature of Fabric is its use of information ow control to protect the condentiality and integrity of information owing through it. Fabric uses the concepts of

labels and principals to describe the security requirements on data within the system
and to reason about whether programs are safe.
Every entity in Fabric that can trust or be trusted is represented by a

principal.

In the FriendMap example, Alice, Bob, Snapp, FriendMap, and MapServ are all
principals.
We use the notation p 4 q to indicate that p trusts q completely. We also say
that p delegates to q or that q acts for p.

Complete trust entails the ability to extend

further trust, so if p 4 q and q 4 r then q 4 r; this coupled with the fact that
principals trust themselves make the set of principals under the 4 relation into a
preorder, which we refer to as the

principal hierarchy.
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Alice.locGroup
Alice.friends

Alice

MapServ

Snapp
Bob.friends

Bob.locGroup

Bob
FriendMap

increasing trust (4)

Figure 2.4: Principal hierarchy from the FriendMap example. Note that the application provider FriendMap neither trusts nor is trusted by any other principal. Also
note that Bob has indicated that he trusts his friends to handle his location information appropriately because Bob.locGroup 4 Bob.friends, but Alice does not,
because Alice.locGrp 4
6 Alice.friends.
Complete trust is a very strong notion, but because anyone can create new principals, it can be used to encode partial delegation.3
In the FriendMap example, each user principal also has a friends principal that
can also be used in the specication of policies. As is shown in Figure 2.4, the
principal representing Alice's group of friends delegates to both Alice and to each
of her friends, but Alice does not delegate to her group of friends; this allows her
to retain privileges that she does not extend to them. In addition, the users have

locGrp principals that delegate to the set of principals that are trusted to enforce
the policies on their locations. For example, Alice doesn't trust her friends not to
reveal her location, so Alice.locGrp 4
6 Alice.friends.
3 The Delimited Trust Hierarchy structure described in Chapter 3 encodes partial trust directly,
and therefore needs fewer auxiliary principals.
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Principals have both an identity and state (their delegation information), and are
therefore represented as objects in Fabric. A Principal object's class must implement
the fabric.lang.Principal interface, which contains the method
1

boolean delegatesTo(Principal other);
This method denes the Fabric principal hierarchy, which in turn gives meaning to
the information ow labels described below.
Using an arbitrary method to dene the principal hierarchy gives programmers a
natural and exible way to specify delegation. Principals can access objects from different stores and even make remote calls while deciding whether they should delegate
to each other.
The integrity of the delegation relation is critical for ensuring security: untrusted
parties should not be able to aect decisions about whether they are trusted. Principals also have dierent kinds of condentiality concerns: communication performed
while executing delegatesTo should not leak information. Moreover, delegation
relationships often depend on condential data whose secrecy must be protected.
Fabric's general-purpose information ow control analysis provides assurance that
the implementation of the delegatesTo method satises these condentiality and
integrity requirements. However, there is an interesting circularity here, because the
static and dynamic checks performed by the Fabric system depend in turn on the
principal hierarchy.
We investigate this interplay in Chapters 3 and 4. Chapter 3 presents a framework
for reasoning about what state can aect delegation and relabeling decisions. Chapter 4 analyzes the communication that occurs while performing delegation queries.
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2.2.5 Labels
Every object o in Fabric has a

label that identies the expected policy for the use of

that data. The expression o.label refers to an object encapsulating the label of o.
Labels specify both condentiality and integrity policies. When thinking about
information ow it can be useful to separately consider the constraints imposed
by condentiality concerns and those imposed by integrity concerns. We use the
notation C(`) to refer to the condentiality part of `, and we use I(`) to refer to
the integrity part of `.

Condentiality.

The condentiality portion of a label describes how public a

piece of information is. Secret information should not aect changes to public information, but public information can safely inuence private information. Therefore,
we say that information with a public label C(`1 ) can ow

to a variable with a secret

label C(`2 ), which is written C(`1 ) v C(`2 ).
For example, MapServ wants to disseminate its maps to the public, so the label
on those maps (the  maps boxes in Figure 2.2) should be public. On the other hand,
the annotated map with Alice's friends' locations ( annotatedMap) contains condential information about her friends' locations. Therefore, it would be acceptable
to copy information from map to annotatedMap, but not the other direction. These
constraints are reected by the following relationships:

C(map.label) v C(annotatedMap.label), but
C(annotatedMap.label) 6v C(map.label)
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Integrity.

The integrity portion of a label describes how trusted a piece of infor-

mation has. Low integrity information should not aect changes to high integrity
information, but ows in the other direction are permissible. Therefore, we say that
information with a high integrity label I(`1 ) can ow to a variable with a low integrity
label I(`2 ), which is written I(`1 ) v I(`2 ).
In the FriendMap example, the FriendMap application code ( FriendMap.class)
is considered to be low integrity, so it should only be allowed to aect low-integrity information such as annotatedMap. It would be unsound for the untrusted application
to aect Alice's list of friends ( Alice.friends). These constraints are reected by
the following relationships:

I(FriendMap.class.label) v I(annotatedMap.label), and
I(FriendMap.class.label) 6v I(Alice.friends.label)

Enforcement.

The ows-to relation v describes the expected ows of information

if the entire system behaves properly. The second important question one can ask
about a label ` is whether the policy indicated by a label can be violated if a given
principal p behaves improperly. This concept is encapsulated by the is trusted to
enforce relation p < `. We have overridden the symbol < because if p < q and

q < `, then p < `4 .
In the FriendMap example, if Snapp were untrustworthy, it could release the
locations of the users to third parties. This is a risk that the users are willing to
4 Note that as dened the is-trusted-to-enforce relation (<) is not a partial orderit is not
even a binary relation over a single set, since it relates the set of principals to the set of labels. In
Chapter 3 we extend it to a preorder on the union of labels and principals by suitably dening the
relation

`1 < `2

(denition 3.13).
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take, and they designate this by stating that Snapp < user.location.label. On
the other hand, the users are not willing to believe that the FriendMap application
provider is trustworthy; thus, for example, FriendMap <
6 Alice.location.label.

Downgrading.

The third important question one can ask about a label is whether

the policy associated with the label can change, and under what conditions. Policies
can be relaxed for many reasons: for example, they can change in response to a user
action, a change in the state of a computation, or even just the passage of time.
Fabric provides a very exible mechanism for specifying policy relaxation: the
rules for when and how a policy may be relaxed are specied using a Fabric program
that explicitly downgrades a policy (by declassifying condential data or endorsing
untrusted data). Of course, the ability to write such a program (or to aect the data
it uses to make decisions) must be restricted [CMA17, ZM01].

Authority.

These restrictions are naturally expressed by requiring the code and

data that aect downgrading to have suciently high integrity. If downgrading data
from label ` to label m could harm principal p, then the code and data used to
authorize the downgrading should have an integrity label indicating that it has not
been inuenced by anyone p doesn't trust.
A downgrade from ` to m may harm p if ` contains p's condentiality restriction
and m does not, or if m contains p's integrity restrictions and ` does not. Therefore,
the integrity required to downgrade from ` to m depends on the condentiality and
integrity requirements of both ` and m, as well as the set of principals who may be
harmed if those requirements are dropped.
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We summarize the required integrity using a function called authority ; information labeled k may inuence the downgrading of data from ` to m if k v authority(`, m).
The label authority(`, m) has high enough integrity to ensure it is controlled by the
principals who may be harmed by the downgrading5 .
In the FriendMap example, Bob may trust Alice to learn his exact location, but
may only trust her friends to learn what city he is in. To enable this kind of policy,
he could provide a class CityFinder that uses his location to determine what city
he is in. In order to declassify Bob's location and place it on the map, CityFinder's
label must satisfy the following:

CityFinder.label v authority(Bob.locationLabel, mapLabel)
This requirement prevents a class like CityFinder from being provided by a principal
that Bob doesn't trust.

2.2.6 The Decentralized Label Model
Fabric labels are drawn from the Decentralized

Label Model (DLM) [Mye99b, ML00].

In the DLM, the only primitive relation is the acts-for relation; labels are composed of
principals, and the ows-to, is-trusted-to-enforce, and authority relations are derived
from acts-for.
5 Cecchetti et al. [CMA17] have shown that the condentiality component of
also important. If the condentiality of the

authority

authority(`, m)

is

label is too high, the downgrading may be

susceptible to poaching attacks or confused deputy attacks. Fabric does not currently implement
condentiality requirements on authority, but Chapter 3 discusses the condentiality and integrity
requirements for the

authority

function in more detail.
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o, r, w ∈ P rin
` ::= {C; I}
C ::= o → r | C1 t C2 | C1 u C2
I ::= o ← w | I1 t I2 | I1 u I2
Figure 2.5: Syntax of labels in the Decentralized Label Model.
The syntax of DLM labels is shown in Figure 2.5. A DLM label is composed of a

condentiality component and an integrity component. Components are constructed
by taking formal conjunctions (t) and disjunctions (u) of condentiality or integrity

policies.
Condentiality policies consist of two principals: an

owner and a reader, and are

written using the syntax o → r (where o is the owner and r is the reader). Similarly,
integrity policies are denoted o → w where o is the owner and w is the writer.
In the FriendMap example, Bob's location may have the condentiality policy

{Bob → Bob.locGrp}, indicating that Bob controls the policy on the data, but he
allows the data to ow to the locGrp principal (and implicitly to himself). Similarly,
Alice's wall may have the integrity policy {Alice ← Alice.friends}, indicating
that she owns her wall, but allows her friends to post as well.
As mentioned above, the principal hierarchy H in Fabric is generated by the

delegatesTo method of the Principal class. The ows-to, is-trusted-to-enforce,
and authority relations are dened in terms of H .
The v relation is derived from the interpretation of a condentiality label as an
owned set of readers or writers: information may ow from `1 to `2 if according to
every owner, `1 has more writers and fewer readers than `2 .
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When interpreting DLM labels in the context of Fabric, we had two reasonable
choices for dening the is-trusted-to-enforce relation. The rst possibility would be
to assume that a principal p is trusted to enforce a policy ` if and only if p acts for all
owners of `; the second choice is that p < ` if and only if every owner of ` considers

p to be both a reader and a writer of `.
To see the dierence between the possible denitions, consider a principal hierarchy in which r 6< o. Should r < {o → r}? On one hand, r is specied as a reader
of the data, so it would make sense to assume that if r is untrustworthy, the data
may be leaked. On the other hand, dening < such that r < {o → r} gives r the
ability to violate o's policy, even though o has not expressed any trust in r.
The interpretation of the DLM that is currently implemented in Fabric denes
the relation < so that r < {o → r}, but this discrepancy reveals an interesting
interplay between trust and policy in the decentralized setting. We investigate this
interplay in more detail in Chapter 3.
The authority function for DLM labels is inspired by the requirements for enforcing robust declassication [ZM01]. We require that the data and code used to
inuence the declassication of data labeled {o → r} must be writable only by o;
this is captured by the requirement that if {o → r} v ` and {o → r} 6v m then

{> ← o} v authority(`, m).
Similarly, the data and code used to inuence the endorsement of data to the
label {o ← w} requires o's authority. Thus we require that if ` 6v {o ← w} and

m v {o ← w} then {> ← o} v authority(`, m).
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2.2.7 Information Flow
The key to Fabric's security is that all application code executed by trustworthy
workers is rst statically analyzed, and programs that might exhibit unsafe information ows are rejected. Fabric uses an information ow type system based on
the Jif language [MZZ+ 06] to perform this analysis. This section explains standard
information ow concepts that are present in Jif; the next section (Section 2.2.8)
describes our novel extensions to handle the new features that Fabric provides.
In the Fabric language each variable x has a static type τ that includes a label

L(τ ) bounding the information that has aected that data. We also refer to this
label as L(x).
Note that if x has a reference type, then L(x) describes the information contained
in the

reference, not the information contained in the object itself. The data of an

object is contained in its elds, so the information content of the object itself is
bounded by the labels of its elds. Since objects are the unit of communication in
Fabric, we require that all of the elds of an object must have the same label;6 this
label can be accessed using the special eld x.label.
When type checking a statement, the type system ensures that any information
ows caused by a statement are safe according to the v relation. For example, when
checking the statement  x = y;, the initial value of y inuences the nal value of

x. Therefore the type checker must ensure that L(y) v L(x).
6 We believe that a fairly straightforward transformation can automatically convert an object
with heterogeneous elds to a collection of objects with homogeneous elds, but we have not
implemented this transformation.
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if (y == true)
2
x = true;
3 else
4
x = false;
1

Figure 2.6: Implicit ow example. This program is equivalent to the program
 x = y;, so it should only be accepted if L(y) v L(x).
Executing a statement causes information to ow from the inputs of the statement
to its outputs, but the outputs may also be aected by the context in which the
statement is executed. For example, in the statement shown in Figure 2.6, the
resulting value of x reects the value of y even though the statements x =

x =

false do not mention y directly.

true and

This situation is referred to as an implicit

ow ;

explicit ows are ows that are clear without considering the context.
Information ow type systems reason about implicit ow by noting that all eects
of a statement are all inuenced by the fact that the statement is executing. The
type system keeps track of a bound on all information that has aected the fact that
the statement is executing; this is referred to as the

program counter label or pc. In

the example in Figure 2.6, the branch on line 1 inuences the pc on lines 2 and 4.
These in turn inuence the assignments to x. Therefore, there must exist some label

pc such that L(y) v pc and pc v L(x). Since v is a partial order, this is true if and
only if L(y) v L(x). This condition is exactly the same as would be required for the
equivalent statement  x = y;.
In general, the ows-to relation v only approximates the true information security
requirements of an application; sometimes it prevents ows that applications need.
Like other systems with information ow control, Fabric allows these ows using
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downgrading operations. Declassication is a downgrading operation that reduces
condentiality; endorsement is one that boosts integrity.
Downgrading can be dangerous to security, so the syntax of Fabric makes all declassication and endorsement explicit. Further, downgrading may only happen in
contexts that are unaected by low-integrity information. Specically, to downgrade
from label ` to label m, we require pc v authority(`, m). This restriction enforces

robust downgrading [AM11], which prevents the adversary from causing these operations to be misused.

2.2.8 Novel Information Flow Constraints
Fabric expands on standard information ow constraints by adding novel constraints.
These constraints ensure that the features it provides for distributed computation
are used safely.

Function shipping.

The expression o.f@w(...) causes control to be transferred

to the worker w. Once control is transferred, w will be responsible for ensuring that

f is executed faithfully, and that f respects all information ow policies. Worker w
must be trusted to enforce the condentiality of the arguments that are sent to it,
the condentiality of the pc, and the integrity of the return value.
The receiver of a remote call must also ensure that the sender is trusted to enforce
the integrity of the pc and the arguments, and is trusted to enforce the condentiality
policy on the return values. These checks cannot be performed statically, since a
remote call may come from any worker at any time. Instead, the compiler generates
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dynamic checks that are performed by the receiving worker before the remote call is
executed.

Data shipping.

When a Fabric reference is dereferenced, the object it refers to

may need to be shipped from the store on which it resides. This means that the
store may learn that the reference is being dereferenced, which reects the pc at the
point of dereference. We refer to this kind of covert channel as a

read channel.

To ensure that any read channels are safe according to the v relation, every
dereference is statically checked to ensure that the store holding the object is trusted
to enforce the condentiality of the pc. We extend reference types to include an

access label A(τ ) which restricts the stores that may hold objects of type τ . An
object of type τ can only be stored on a store s if s < A(τ ), while a reference to an
object of type τ can only be dereferenced in a context where pc v A(τ ). Together,
these constraints ensure that s can only observe a fetch when s < C(pc).

Mobile code.

The ability to seamlessly integrate untrusted code with secure data

is critical to constructing a secure software ecosystem. The key insight behind our
approach is that code is data, and that we can reuse the same mechanisms used
to control information ow

in programs to restrict unsafe information ow from

programs to the data that they manipulate.
To see how this works, let us consider the FriendMap application. To execute
the application, Alice must invoke a method on an object fm. This object may come
from FriendMap, Snapp, or anyone else, but the

code for the application resides in a

separate object, fm.class, and has its own label. The label on a class object is also
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called the

provider label of the class; the Fabric language introduces the keyword

provider as shorthand for class.label.
The same rules that prevent an untrusted principal from modifying sensitive
data are used to ensure the provenance of code: in this case a worker would not fetch

fm.class from store s unless s is trusted to enforce I(fm.class.label). Moreover,
if s is trustworthy, they would prevent any untrusted principal from inuencing the
class.

Provider-bounded label checking.

When type checking code, the compiler uses

the provider label to ensure that untrusted code does not aect any trusted data.
Our insight is that we can think of code as data that only aects the decision to
execute the statements within it. From this perspective, it is clear that requiring

provider v pc exactly captures the right constraints for checking mobile code.
This constraint prevents friendmap from providing code that violates policies
that friendmap is not trusted to enforce. The code in fm.class cannot modify high
integrity information because an updating an object labeled ` requires pc v `. Since

provider v pc,

we see that

provider v `,

and therefore if p < I(provider), we

must have p < I(`).

Condential code.

Using the provider label to bound the pc provides another

feature for no extra eort: condential code. Businesses may wish to provide programs that contain trade secrets. By publishing such code with a high-condentiality
label, a business can prevent competitors from extracting secrets from the code.
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Using information ow control to protect the condentiality of code is very restrictive. In particular, since the code will aect any outputs it produces, it forces
the outputs to be condential. If the tax preparer wants to send this condential
data back to its users (or to the IRS), the would have to explicitly declassify the
output. We believe this is a good thing: it forces the authors to consider the ramications of releasing that information on the condentiality of the code, and makes
their assumptions explicit.

Provider labels and downgrading.

Thinking of the code as data that aects the

pc also sheds light on the type-checking rules for downgrading. In order to allow a
downgrading statement (endorse or

declassify), previous information ow control

systems have required code containing downgrading statements to be granted author-

ity by the principal whose policy is being relaxed. The assumption in these systems
is that authorized code is manually inspected by the principal whose authority is
claimed.
We can think of an authority declaration as an assertion of a fact about the
class object: namely that it only downgrades data in compliance with (unstated)
policies. Because the policies are unstated, they cannot be independently veried by
the worker. Instead, the worker relies on the integrity of the object to ensure that it
has the expected property.
The integrity constraint that the worker must verify is exactly the same as
the additional robustness constraints imposed by provider-bounded label checking.
That is, to downgrade data from label ` to label m, robustness requires that pc v

authority(`, m). If the downgrading statement appears in the code of a class C ,
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then provider-bounded label checking adds the constraint C.provider v pc. Together, these requirements imply that C.provider v authority(`, m), which allows
the worker to conclude that the code has only been provided by a party that is
trusted to enforce authority(`, m).
In this way, we can view authority checking as a special case of robust downgrading. In fact, we could remove Jif-style authority declarations entirely and simply rely
on provider-bounded label checking and robustness to ensure that code is suciently
authorized. However, we have decided to retain authority clauses because we feel
that they also serve a documentation purpose: they give programmers a reminder
that calling a method may cause information to be downgraded.

2.2.9 Transactions
Fabric is designed to model the interaction between software and data storage; this
means that presenting a clear consistency model is important. Although much of
the modern web uses weak consistency models, we believe that strong consistency is
important for constructing correct software that operates over high-integrity data,
and for clearly stating the security properties of the system.
Therefore Fabric provides a strong consistency model. Blocks of code can be
marked atomic, and Fabric will execute those blocks within a transaction. Fabric
transactions satisfy the ACID properties [HR83] with a few caveats:

•

Atomicity:

either all of the side eects of a transaction are performed, or

none of them are.
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•

Consistency:

if the state of the system satises the preconditions of the code

within an atomic block, then the postconditions of that code will be satised.
Fabric adds the caveat that only postconditions that relate objects read or
written by the transaction are maintained.

•

Isolation:

until a transaction completes successfully, none of the side eects

of that transaction are visible to code outside of that transaction.

•

Durability:

once control proceeds to the statement after an atomic block, the

eects of the transaction will remain present.
These properties allow programmers to operate under the illusion that their program
is the only thing in the world that is executing; this illusion makes it easier for them
to reason about the correctness of their programs. It also makes static information
ow checking tractable: our analysis relies on the fact that when a program performs
a dynamic label comparison, the results of that comparison remain meaningful for
the duration of the transaction.
Of course this abstraction is just an illusion, so we must ensure that our implementation provides the same security guarantees that the high-level abstraction
promises. These issues are discussed in Section 2.3 and Chapter 4 (particularly
Section 4.5).
Because Fabric's correctness is predicated on the Decentralized Security Principle, the ACID properties can only be assumed to hold for high-integrity data. By
misbehaving, a principal can violate the ACID properties for some objects, but only
if the principal is trusted to enforce the integrity of those objects. For example, a
misbehaving principal could violate the durability of the transaction by executing
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the transaction protocol and then forgetting that an object was committed. Nevertheless, this misbehavior should not violate the ACID properties of any objects that
the principal is not trusted to handle.
The abstraction boundary between this high-level view of transactions and the
low-level implementation is currently violated in one user-visible way. Fabric makes
use of optimistic concurrency control, which means that transactions may be rolled
back and replayed. However, it is impossible to rollback people, so output that is
user visible may be repeated, or input re-requested. This is a well-known problem
with optimistic concurrency control [RG05, HMPJH05]; addressing it is left to future
work.

2.2.10 Exceptions and Rollback
Because the Fabric implementation has support for rolling back transactions to handle concurrency failures, we have explored exposing this capability to programmers
for handling other kinds of errors.
Fabric inherits

exceptions from Java, which are a mechanism for handling unex-

pected circumstances that arise during program execution. In Java, programmers
are expected to provide some form of

exception safety : some guarantee about the

state of the program when an exception is thrown. While providing strong exception safety guarantees helps callers of methods to reason about the correctness of
their code, implementing strong exception safety is dicult and error-prone. Moreover, because exceptions are usually only used to handle exceptional circumstances,
exception correctness is often neglected by programmers and overlooked by testing.
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Fabric provides a simple mechanism for implementing strong exception safety. If
an unexpected exception is thrown across the boundary of a transaction, then the
exception causes the transaction to be rolled back. This means that the oending
code caused no side eects on the persistent state. Rollback makes it signicantly
easier to reason about the correctness of the code that handles the exception.
In Java, exceptions are objects, and this is true in Fabric as well. Exception
objects can contain helpful diagnostic information, such as a string describing the
exceptional situation. Rolling back the entire state that was modied by a failed
transaction would limit the usefulness of exception objects: since the diagnostic
information is created as part of the transaction, it would be obliterated as part of
the rollback.
Instead, only objects that existed at the start of the transaction are rolled back.
Diagnostic information about the failure can be smuggled out of the transaction
by including it in a newly created exception object. Newly created objects are only
observable through the caught exception object, since all other observable references
existed before the atomic section and are thus rolled back.
This design still allows exceptions to change as they cross the boundary of an
atomic section, as illustrated in this example:

Exception exc = new Exception("message before transaction");
2 atomic {
3
exc.setMessage("inside the transaction");
4
throw exc;
5 } catch (Exception e) {
6
// e.getMessage will return "message before transaction".
7}

1
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Although this result could cause confusion, we think this situation is unlikely to
arise in practice, and we nd this to be the most logically consistent way to integrate
exceptions and transactions.

2.2.11 Interacting With the Outside World
Fabric applications can be written using a mixture of Java, Fabric, and FabIL (the
Fabric intermediate language). FabIL is an extension to Java that supports transactions, remote calls, and access control. A key dierence between Fabric and FabIL
is that FabIL does not enforce information ow security.
More concretely, FabIL supports the following subset of Fabric's features: it
provides atomic blocks, supports the syntax

new C@s(...) for constructing persis-

tent objects on stores, and gives the ability to make remote calls with the syntax

o.m@w(...). Transaction management is performed on Fabric and FabIL objects
but not on Java objects, so the eects of failed transactions on Java objects are not
rolled back. Additionally, objects created in FabIL are equipped with a programmerspecied access control policy for protecting the object at run time.
FabIL and Java code is considered trusted, and workers only execute trusted
code that is stored on their local le system. This design is compatible with the
decentralized security principle because the eects of trusted FabIL and Java code
are conned to principals that already trust the nodes running the code.
FabIL can be convenient for code whose security properties are not accurately
captured by static information-ow analysis, making the labels of the full Fabric
language inconvenient. One example is code implementing cryptography, where the
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annotation burden of labels is not worth the cost; a second example is the code
implementing internals of Fabric, such as its built-in class objects.

2.2.12 Summary of the Fabric Programming Model
The goal of the Fabric programming model is to provide an abstraction that can
model most of today's global software ecosystem while providing strong security
guarantees. To the extent possible we have applied existing object-oriented software design techniques inherited from Java and existing information ow control
techniques inherited from Jif.
The novel features of the Fabric language are required to apply these techniques
to a globally distributed system. Mobile code, function and data shipping, and
transactions are required to manage the location of data and computation. The istrusted-to-enforce relation, provider bounded label checking, access label checking,
and the information ow constraints imposed on remote calls are necessary techniques
to apply existing information ow control techniques to these distributed features.

2.3 The Fabric System
In this section we turn to the design of the Fabric system. The Fabric system is
comprised of multiple nodes, each operated by a principal.

There is no Fabric

instance'', just as there is no instance'' of the webanyone can participate in the
Fabric by starting a new node.
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Figure 2.7: Overview of the components of Fabric workers and stores.

Each node acts in one or more roles: it can act as a store, a worker, or a dissemination node. The components of stores and workers are shown in Figure 2.7.
Stores are responsible for holding the denitive versions of objects and for performing
access control and concurrency control on those objects; Workers are responsible for
executing Fabric programs.
Dissemination nodes are untrusted nodes that act as a shared cache for distributing signed and encrypted representations of popular Fabric objects.

They model

content distribution networks in the internet. They are not central to the design of
FabricFabric can be used without any dissemination nodes (in fact, many of our
experiments in Section 2.4 are run without the dissemination layer).

2.3.1 Communications Layer
Every Fabric node has a distinguished host name, just as internet hosts have DNS
names. The Fabric architecture assumes that given a host name, any Fabric worker
can establish an authenticated secure channel to the corresponding Fabric node. In
our implementation, this assumption is realized using DNS for name resolution and
SSL for communication.

The allocation of host names and the distribution and

maintenance of the public-key infrastructure are the only centralized roots of trust
that Fabric relies on.
Adapting SSL to the communication patterns between Fabric nodes is a software
design challenge. SSL provides a simple interface: a connection to a remote host is
represented as a socket, and programmers can write and read data from the socket.
The SSL abstraction ensures that the data that is written on one host is reliably
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presented to the remote host in the same order as it was written. The SSL abstraction
also uses a combination of public-key and shared-key cryptography to ensure that
the data stream cannot be read or modied by third parties while in transit.
At rst glance, the socket abstraction seems like a good primitive for realizing
the Fabric architecture. For example, communication between hosts on the web is
built entirely on top of the socket interface; and much of the Fabric architecture is
based on the design of the web.
The most natural way to use the socket abstraction to implement Fabric is to
open a socket for each message, send the message, receive the response, and then
close the connection. Unfortunately, SSL sockets are quite expensive to establish,
and Fabric nodes typically exchange a large number of messages with the same peers.
To amortize the cost of establishing secure connections, we built a general purpose
communication library that provides connection pooling for SSL connections. The
library is similar to structured streams [For07]. It provides a socket-like interface;
clients of the library can create socket objects (called subsockets to distinguish
them from SSL sockets) and use them to send and receive data. However, multiple
subsockets connected to the same endpoint multiplex a single underlying SSL socket.
The Fabric communication layer (FCL) is designed as a stand-alone library that is
not dependent on the rest of Fabric. It provides support for dierent name resolution
protocols as well as dierent protocols for negotiating secure connections. In addition
to allowing the FCL to be a generally useful library, this support has enabled us to
experiment with Fabric more easily, and will allow us to easily transition to dierent
name services and authentication mechanisms.
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Figure 2.8: Cache hierarchy for Fabric objects.
On top of the communication layer we have built an RPC-style messaging layer
for Fabric messages and responses. Workers and stores provide simple remote APIs
for transaction management, cryptographic key distribution, and control transfer.
These APIs are described in the remainder of this section.

2.3.2 Distributed Objects
The Fabric programming model provides seamless access to persistent, distributed
objects. At run time, Fabric workers and stores collaborate to allow programs to
read and write objects as they execute.
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Whenever a Fabric program dereferences a reference, the worker ensures that
there is an in-memory copy of the object for the program to use. It does this through
a hierarchy of caches, as shown in Figure 2.8.
Workers represent Fabric objects as Java objects in their local address spaces. A
reference to a Fabric object that has not been locally instantiated is represented by
a proxy object containing the Fabric object's OID. After the Fabric object is locally
instantiated, references to the proxy object are replaced with direct references to the
object's Java representation (a process known as swizzling [Wil91]).
Workers instantiate Java representations of Fabric objects by deserializing encoded representations of those objects. These serialized representations are stored in
a local cache in the worker.
A worker's local cache is populated by requesting objects from the dissemination
layer. The dissemination layer is a collection of untrusted nodes that distribute
encrypted and signed copies of objects. The purpose of the dissemination layer is
to reduce the load on stores that hold popular objects. Our dissemination layer
implementation is built using the FreePastry distributed hash table [RD01b].
Fabric objects are typically much smaller than network messages. To amortize
communication overhead, Fabric nodes send groups of objects instead of individual
objects.
Object groups on the dissemination layer are encrypted using a shared key corresponding to the label of the objects in the group (the objects in the group share a
label). Workers fetch these shared keys directly from the stores, but the overhead of
fetching them is amortized because many object groups share the same key.
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Object groups are constructed dynamically by stores. Stores group objects based
on the object graph and observed access patterns in an eort to improve locality.
If a read request for an object misses in the dissemination layer, then either the
dissemination layer or the worker will request the object directly from the store. If the
worker contacts the store directly, then the communication layer already encrypts
the communication channel, so the objects do not need to be re-encrypted before
being sent.
Behind all these layers of caches lies the store, which holds the denitive persistent state of the objects. Fabric does not require any particular implementation of the backing store, but our store implementation uses the Berkeley Database
(BDB) [OBS99] as a backing store, and maintains in-memory caches of both unencrypted and encrypted object groups.
The objects in these caches become stale when an object is updated. The dissemination layer can subscribe to the store to be notied when an object group becomes
stale; similarly, workers can subscribe to the dissemination layer. Subscriptions are
only a best-eort mechanism to improve performance; consistency is maintained by
the transactional mechanisms described in Section 2.2.9.

2.3.3 Dynamic Fetch Authorization
If the request for an object o gets from a worker w all the way to the store, the store
is responsible for ensuring that it is safe to respond to the request. The store must
ensure that w < C(o.label).
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In the Fabric label model, this check requires testing whether some of the principals mentioned on o.label delegate to w. As described in Section 2.2.4, Fabric's
principals are very exible: they can execute Fabric computations to decide whether
they delegate to other principals. For this purpose, each store has a co-located worker
that it can use to run the delegatesTo method.
There are no special constraints on what the delegatesTo method can do: it
is general-purpose Fabric code just like any other. This means that while deciding
whether to grant a read request, the store may end up recursively making fetch
requests to other stores, or performing remote calls and distributed transactions.
While this may seem like unnecessary complexity, structuring Fabric authorization in this way provides a number of benets. The rst is that the information
ow and transactional abstractions that Fabric provides give us assurance that we
are implementing the tricky details of authorization correctly: even with a simpler
authorization mechanism we would still have to ensure that we are making consistent
authorization decisions and that we are doing so in a manner that does not create
unsafe information ows.
The other main benet is that implementing sophisticated authorization has given
us insight into real security challenges that existing authorization and authentication
systems exhibit. In particular, trying to type-check our delegatesTo implementations brought the read channels inherent in distributed authorization to our attention;
this motivated the work presented in Chapter 4.
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2.3.4 Dynamic Type Checking
Let us return now to the process that takes place when a program running on a worker
performs a dereference. We have seen that the worker consults a variety of caches,
the store performs access control checks, and eventually a serialized representation
of the object makes its way back to the worker. At this point the worker is not quite
ready to return the object to the computation that needs it.
Fabric's security relies on the fact that all programs executed by trustworthy
workers are well-typed. Type checking relies on an assumption that the objects
fetched from other nodes agrees with their static types. Therefore each object fetched
must be checked to make sure that it conforms to the expected type.
The most important requirement is that the object's class is well-typed and denes a subtype of the type of the reference. To ensure this property, the worker
fetches and compiles the object's class before deserializing the object. The compilation step is when all of the static information ow constraints described in Section 2.2
are checked.
Once the worker type checks the object's class, it can then use the type information from the object's class to deserialize the object's elds. Two additional
constraints must be checked:

• Each object has a label object that is used for dynamic information ow checking. Likewise, each class has a label that is used for static information ow
control. The object is valid only if these two labels are the same.

• The stores of any references in the object must be trusted to enforce the condentiality of the access labels on the types of the references.
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2.3.5 Concurrency
Objects in Fabric are mutable, so the Fabric system needs some form of concurrency
control for programs that access the same objects. As described in Section 2.2.9,
Fabric provides a transactional abstraction to programmers. Fabric's runtime design
uses a combination of optimistic and pessimistic concurrency control to implement
that abstraction.
Fabric uses optimistic concurrency control to coordinate access to objects from
dierent workers. Whenever an object is updated, the store generates a new version
number for that object. When objects are shipped between nodes, they are tagged
with a version number.
Workers log reads and writes to objects during computation. The rst write to
an object during a transaction also logs the prior state of the object so that it can
be restored in case the transaction aborts.
To reduce logging overhead, the copy of each object at a worker is stamped with
a reference to the last transaction that accessed the object. No logging needs to be
done for an access if the current transaction matches the stamp.
At the end of the transaction, the workers use a two-phase commit protocol [ML85].
During the prepare phase, each worker contacts the stores of the objects that have
been read or written. If any of these objects have been concurrently modied by a
dierent transaction, the pending transaction's eects are rolled back and the transaction is reexecuted with up-to-date objects. Otherwise, the changes are committed
to the stores.
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Within a single worker, multiple threads may be executing concurrently. Pessimistic concurrency control (locking) prevents these threads from interfering with
each other. When a thread reads or writes an object, the runtime system acquires a
(local) read or write lock for the object. The thread blocks if the lock would conict
with another lock held by a dierent thread.

2.3.6 Distributed Transaction Management
Remote calls can take place within Fabric transactions, causing transactions to be
distributed across multiple workers. The semantics of distributed transactions should
be the same as those of local computations: the whole transaction should be isolated
from other Fabric transactions, and its side eects should be committed atomically.
Since Fabric objects are global, a single object may be used by multiple workers in
the same transaction. If an object is written within a transaction and subsequently
read within the same transaction, the updated value should be observed. Therefore,
updates must be propogated as control is transferred within a transaction from one
worker to another.
Supporting distributed transactions is challenging: For consistency, workers need
to compute on the latest versions of shared objects as they are updated; For performance, workers should be able to locally cache objects that are shared but not
updated; For security, updates need to be propogated without leaking condential
information to untrusted workers.
To address these challenges, each Fabric transaction maintains an append-only

writer map indicating the worker that modied each object most recently. If an
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object is updated during a distributed transaction, the node performing the update
becomes the object's writer and stores the denitive copy of the object for the transaction.
If an updated object already has a writer, the previous writer is notied and
relinquishes the role. This notication is not an unsafe covert channel because the

pc at the write must be lower than the object's label, which the current writer is
already trusted to read. The change of object writer is also recorded in the writer
map, which is passed through the distributed computation along with control ow.
An update to object o at worker w adds a writer mapping with key hash(oid, tid, key)
and value {w}key , where oid is the OID of object o, tid is the transaction identier,
and key is the object's label's shared encryption key. This mapping permits a worker
that has the right to read or write o, and therefore has the encryption key for o, to
learn whether there is a corresponding entry in the writer map, and to determine
which node is currently the object's writer. Nodes lacking the key cannot exploit the
writer mapping because without the key, they cannot compute the hash. Because
the transaction id is included in the hash, they also cannot watch for the appearance
of the same writer mapping across multiple transactions.
The size of the writer map is a covert channel. To reduce the capacity of this
channel, it is padded with dummy entries to make its size a power of 2.

2.3.7 Nested Transactions
Because transactions can be nested, transaction logs are hierarchical. When a local
subtransaction commits, its log is merged with the parent transaction log.
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Figure 2.9: Logs of nested distributed transactions
To maintain consistency, transaction management must span multiple workers in
the general case. Each worker maintains transaction logs for each top-level transaction it is involved in. These transaction logs must be stored on the workers where
the logged actions occurred, because the logs may contain condential information
that other workers may not see.
Figure 2.9 illustrates the log structures that could result in a distributed transaction involving two workers. In the gure, a transaction (A) starts on worker 1, then
starts a nested subtransaction (B), then calls code on worker 2, which starts another
subtransaction (C) there. That code then calls back to worker 1, starting a third
subtransaction (D). Conceptually, all the transaction logs together form a single log
that is distributed among the participating workers, as shown on the right-hand side.
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When D commits, its log is conceptually merged with the log of C, though no data
is actually sent. When C commits, its log, including the log of D, is conceptually
merged with that of B. In actuality, this causes the log of D to be merged with that
of B, but the log for C remains on worker 2. When the top-level transaction commits,
workers 1 and 2 communicate with the stores that they have interacted with, using
their respective parts of the logs.

2.3.8 Hierarchical Commits
A transaction may span worker nodes that do not trust each other, creating both
integrity and condentiality concerns. An untrusted node cannot be relied to commit its part of a transaction correctly. More subtly, an insecure commit protocol
might cause an untrusted node to learn information it should not. For instance,
simply learning the identities of other nodes that participated in a transaction may
reveal sensitive information. Fabric's

hierarchical two-phase commit protocol ad-

dresses these problems.
The commit protocol is a hierarchical version of the usual two-phase commit protocol. The rst phase begins with the worker that started the top-level transaction.
It initiates the commit by contacting all the stores for whose objects it is the current
writer in the writer map, and all the other workers to which it has issued remote
calls. These other workers then recursively do the same, so the rst phase of the
protocol constructs a

commit tree, a spanning tree of the transaction's remote-call

graph. This process allows all the stores involved in a transaction to be informed
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about the transaction commit, without relying on untrusted workers to choose which
nodes to contact and without revealing to workers which other nodes are involved in
the transaction lower down in the commit tree.
The two-phase commit protocol then proceeds as usual, except that messages are
passed up and down the commit tree rather than directly between a single coordinator
and the stores. The rst phase of the protocol not only constructs the commit
tree but also causes each participating store to validate the transaction by checking
permissions and comparing version numbers. Each store that successfully validates
the transaction prepares to commit it. The second phase of the protocol informs all
participants whether the prepared transaction should be committed or aborted.
Of course, a worker in this tree could be compromised and fail to correctly carry
out the protocol, causing some stores to be updated in a way that is inconsistent with
other stores. However, this worker could already have introduced this inconsistency
by simply failing to update some objects or by failing to issue some remote method
calls. The untrusted worker's power over the transaction is merely to prevent it from
happening at all, which is not a security violation.
Once a transaction is prepared in the rst phase of the two-phase commit, it is
important for the availability of the objects involved that the transaction is committed quickly. The transaction coordinator should remain available, and if it fails after
the rst phase of the transaction, it must recover rapidly. An unavailable transaction
coordinator could become an availability problem for Fabric, and the availability of
the coordinator is therefore a trust assumption. To prevent denial-of-service attacks,
prepared transactions are timed out and aborted if the coordinator is unresponsive.
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This failure is considered a violation of trust, but in keeping with the security
principles of Fabric, the failing coordinator can only aect the consistency of objects
whose integrity it is trusted to enforce. This design weakens Fabric's consistency
guarantees in a circumscribed way, in exchange for stronger availability guarantees.

2.4 Evaluation
Our goal in designing Fabric was to provide a programming model that is expressive
enough to model today's complex software ecosystem, while providing security guarantees in a principled way. To evaluate Fabric, we have built an implementation of
the Fabric system as well as a number of example applications. We have also ported
several existing applications to the Fabric language.
We use these applications to evaluate Fabric along several dimensions:

• We evaluate the expressiveness of Fabric's programming model by modeling
systems with complex trust relationships and communication patterns. We
nd that the programming model is expressive.

• We evaluate the eort required to build Fabric programs by comparing Fabric
and non-Fabric versions of the same programs. We nd that Fabric's built-in
support for data and function shipping simplies many applications, but that
the annotation burden for information ow labels is high. Part of this burden
is due to the complexity of the information ow policies themselves, but we
also discuss approaches for reducing some of the redundancy required by our
current type system.
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• We show that our Fabric system implementation is ecient by measuring the
performance of Fabric implementations of industry-standard benchmarks. We
show that Fabric performs comparably to other distributed systems.

2.4.1 System Implementation
The Fabric compiler is implemented as a source-to-source translation from the Fabric language to Java. We rst translate to an intermediate language FabIL, which
contains support for handling distributed Fabric objects and transactions but does
not perform information ow analysis.
The Fabric and FabIL compilers are implemented using the Polyglot extensible
compiler framework [NCM03]. The FabIL compiler extends the Polyglot Java-toJava compiler (J1), while the Fabric compiler extends the Jif compiler. The Fabric
compiler contains 14k lines of Java code; the FabIL compiler contains 11k lines of
Java code, and there are an additional 3.5k lines of code that are shared between the
two.
The Fabric runtime system is divided into the store, worker, and dissemination
node implementations. The store comprises 3.5k lines of Java code; the worker contains 6k lines of Java code; and the dissemination layer comprises 2.2k lines of code.
There are also 13k lines of shared code between them, such as the communications
layer and common utilities.
We have ported a number of useful libraries to FabIL and Fabric. We have
partially ported the GNU Classpath implementation of the java.util package [Fou],
this comprises almost 10k lines of FabIL code.
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We have also ported the Servlets with Information Flow (SIF) library [CVM07]
from Jif to Fabric. This library provides an API for building web applications in
Jif; We make use of this library to provide a front-end to some of our example
applications. The ported SIF library contains 6.5k lines of Java, FabIL and Fabric
code.
Altogether, the Fabric compiler, runtime system, and libraries contain nearly
100k lines of code.

2.4.2 FriendMap Application
We have implemented the FriendMap application that we've used as a running example in this chapter. Our implementation faithfully models the separate roles of
the users Alice and Bob, the Snapp service, the MapServ service, and the FriendMap
application.
Our implementation of the FriendMap application includes most of the application features we have discussed in this chapter. There are separate codebases
provided by Snapp (250 LOC), MapServ (630 LOC), and FriendMap (770 LOC). In
addition, we have created a version 2 of the Snapp User class that includes user
moods, and subsequently extended the FriendMap code to make use of the extended
users. The Snapp extension required an additional 70 lines of Fabric code, while the
extended FriendMap application required 80 lines of code. The entire application
was developed by 2 developers over a period of 2 months.
As part of the implementation, we had to develop 500 lines of general-purpose
utility classes that needed to be trusted by everybody. These include basic classes
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such as a Principal that delegates to a set of other principals and a principal that
delegates to a single unique principal. These could be folded back into the Fabric
standard library.
Although we were able to replicate many facets of today's software ecosystem in
the FriendMap application, we found the type annotations required for information
ow analysis to be rather burdensome. Access label checking and provider label
checking increase the number of constraints that must be satised by the program
at nearly every program point; this requires annotations on every method to declare
that the program must satisfy those constraints in order to call these methods.
Figure 2.10 shows a particularly complex example. The safety of the createMap
requires a complicated set of relationships between labels and principals, and in order
to statically check the method, these requirements must be documented in the type.
While implementing the FriendMap application, we realized that many of these
annotations are duplicated. The FriendMap application requires several relationships
between the dierent principals and labels that it uses. Fabric's type system requires
every method to explicitly declare pre- and post-conditions. Since many of these
invariants are required for several methods, there is a great deal of duplication.
In the 770 lines of code of the FriendMap codebase, roughly 320 of them are type
annotations (or documentation of the type annotations). By removing duplication,
we could reduce this to roughly 80 lines of annotation (thus reducing the codebase
to about 530 LOC).
This observation has inspired the design of rst-class proof objects, which are
explored further in Chapter 4. A constraint class would bundle together the static
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MapImage[l,{*→s}] {*l}
createMap
(
nal label l, nal Store s,

nal User[owner,network] user,
nal principal owner, nal principal
)

nal label

throws
where

network,

friend_access_bound

( NullPointerException{*provider; user} )

// user fetch depends on:
{caller_pc; *provider; *MapServer.provider} <= {*→network}, // code and caller pc
{user}
<= {*→network}, // user reference
{friend_access_bound; network; l}
<= {*→network}, // policies
// second fetch dependent on copied map, which depends on
{s}
<= {*→network}, // the map service
{*←service} <= {*→network}, // the store at which the result is created
{*l}
<= {*→network}, // the intermediate state of the map

// information that flows to the map service:
{caller_pc; *provider; *MapServer.provider} <= {*→service.store$}, // code and caller pc
{user; {_→; *←network,owner}}
<= {*→service.store$}, // user and user's contents
{friend_access_bound; network; l}
<= {*→service.store$}, // fetch policy
// information that flows to the resulting map:
{caller_pc; *provider; *MapServer.provider} <= {*l}, // code and caller pc
{user; {_→; *←network,owner}}
<= {*l}, // user and user's contents
{s; l}
<= {*l}, // store and label of result
{friend_access_bound; network; l}
<= {*l}, // friends policies
{*←service}
<= {*l}, // fetched map
// fetch of user's friends:
{caller_pc; *provider; *MapServer.provider} <= {*friend_access_bound}, // code and caller pc
{user; {_→; *←network,owner}}
<= {*friend_access_bound}, // user and user's contents
{friend_access_bound; network; l}
<= {*friend_access_bound}, // policies
{s}
<= {*friend_access_bound}, // the store at which the result is created
{*l}
<= {*friend_access_bound}, // the intermediate state of the map
// intermediate objects created at local store
l <= {*→worker$}, {*←worker$} <= l, // worker < l
// l objects created at s
{* ←s} <= l, l <= {*→s}, {*→s} <= {*→s}, // result created at s
// invariants
user.p equiv (network,owner)
{
···

}

Figure 2.10: A portion of the FriendMap application implementation. These annotations reect the real ow of information through the createMap method. They
reect the complexity of the necessary trust relationship: the method is only safe if
these constraints hold.

requirements shared by many methods; non-null objects of this class would serve as
proofs of these constraints. Implementation of rst-class proofs in Fabric is left for
future work.

2.4.3 Course Management System
To evaluate the performance impacts of the Fabric system model on a more complete
example, we ported a portion of Cornell's Course Management System (CMS) to
FabIL. CMS is a 54k line J2EE web application written using EJB 2.0 [BMH06],
backed by an Oracle database. It has been used for course management at Cornell
University since 2005; at present, it is used by more than 40 courses and more than
2000 students.
Our experience showed that Fabric's high-level primitives for security, transactions, persistent storage, and mobile code yielded a simpler and faster implementation.

Implementation.

The production version of CMS uses the model/view/controller

design pattern; the model is implemented with Enterprise JavaBeans using BeanManaged Persistence. For performance, hand-written SQL queries are used to implement lookup and update methods, while generated code manages object caches
and database connections. The model contains 35 Bean classes encapsulating students, assignments, courses, and other abstractions. The view is implemented using
Java Server Pages, and the controller is implemented as a Java Servlet object.
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We ported CMS to FabIL in two phases. First, we replaced the Enterprise JavaBean infrastructure with a simple, non-persistent Java implementation based on the
Collections API. We ported the entire data schema and partially implemented the
query functionality of the model, focusing on the key application features. Of the
35 Bean classes, 5 have been fully ported. Replacing complex queries with objectoriented code signicantly simplied the model: the ve fully ported classes were
reduced from 3100 lines of code to 740 lines, while keeping the view and controller
mostly unchanged. This intermediate version, which we refer to as the Java implementation, took one developer a month to complete and contains 23k lines of code.
Although signicantly simpler, the Java implementation does not have support
for concurrency control, distributed operation, or persistence. It serves as a baseline
for evaluating the performance and complexity of the FabIL implementation.
Porting the Java implementation to FabIL required only supercial changes, such
as replacing references to the Java Collections Framework with references to the
corresponding Fabric classes, and adding label and store annotations. The FabIL
version adds fewer than 50 lines of code to the Java implementation, and diers in
fewer than 400 lines. The port was done in less than two weeks by an undergraduate
initially unfamiliar with Fabric. These results suggest that porting web applications
to Fabric is not dicult and results in shorter, simpler code.
A complete port of CMS to Fabric with ne-grained labels would have the benet
of federated, secure sharing of CMS data across dierent administrative domains,
such as dierent universities. It would also permit secure access to CMS data from
other applications. We leave this to future work.
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Page Latency (ms)
Implementation

Course

Students

Update

305
432
35

485
309
91

473
431
191

35
19

57
21

87
21

EJB
Hilda
FabIL
FabIL/memory
Java

Table 2.1: CMS page load times (ms) under continuous load.

Performance.

The performance of Fabric was evaluated by comparing ve dier-

ent implementations of CMS: the production CMS system based on EJB 2.0, the
in-memory Java implementation (a best case), the FabIL implementation, the FabIL implementation running with an in-memory store (FabIL/memory), and a fth
implementation developed earlier using the Hilda language [YSRG06]. Comparing
against the Hilda implementation is useful because it is the best-performing prior
version of CMS. The performance of each of these systems was measured on some
representative user actions on a course containing 55 students: viewing the course
overview page, viewing information about all students enrolled in the course, and
updating the nal grades for all students in the course. All three of these actions are
both compute- and data-intensive.
All Fabric and Java results were acquired with the app server on a 2.6GHz singlecore Intel Pentium 4 machine with 2GB RAM. The Hilda and EJB results were
acquired on slightly better hardware: the Hilda machine had the same CPU and
4GB of memory; EJB results were acquired on the production conguration, a 3GHz
dual-core Intel Xeon with 8GB RAM.
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Table 2.1 shows the median time to perform three user actions under continuous
load, for each of the measured systems. The rst three measurements in Table 2.1
show that the Fabric implementation of CMS runs faster than the previous implementations of CMS. The comparison between the Java and nonpersistent FabIL
implementations illustrates that much of the run-time overhead of Fabric comes from
transaction management and from communication with the remote store.

2.4.4 OO7 Benchmark
To evaluate the overhead of Fabric computation at the worker when compared to
ordinary computation on nonpersistent objects, and to understand the eectiveness
of object caching at both the store and the worker, we used the OO7 object-oriented
database benchmark [CDN93]. We measured the performance of a read-only (T1)
traversal on an OO7 small database, which contains 153k objects totaling 24Mb.
The results of these measurements are summarized in Table 2.2. Performance
was measured in three congurations: (1) cold, (2) warm, with stores caching object
groups, and (3) hot, with both the store and worker caches prepopulated.
The results show that caching is eective at both the worker and the store.
However the plain in-memory Java implementation of OO7 runs in 66ms, which is
about 10 times faster than the worker-side part of the hot traversal. Because Fabric
is designed for computing on persistent data, this is an acceptable overhead for
many, though not all, applications. For computations that require lower overhead,
Fabric applications can always incorporate ordinary Java code, though that code
must implement its own failure recovery.
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Traversal time
Cache state
Cold
Warm
Hot

Total (ms)

App

Tx

Log

Fetch

Store

9153
6043
840

10%
27%
46%

2%
3%
14%

12%
6%
24%

74%
61%
0%

2%
3%
17%

Table 2.2: Breakdown of the running time for the T1 traversal on a small OO7
database. App gives the time spent executing application code; Tx gives the
time spent on local transaction management. The Log column gives the proling
overhead. Fetch is time spent communicating with the store, and Store is time
spent by the store to respond to those requests.

2.4.5 Other Applications
We have also built other applications to evaluate the performance and exibility of
the Fabric programming model. Although less complex than the FriendMap example
presented above, they show that Fabric can be used for a variety of applications with
complex information ow constraints.

Multiuser Calendar
We ported the multiuser calendar application originally written for SIF [CVM07]
to Fabric. This application allows users to create shared events and to control the
visibility of their events using information ow policies.
The application is structured as a standard web application server running on a
Fabric worker node. Persistent data is kept on one or more storage nodes, but the
worker and the stores do not necessarily trust each other. The design allows users
to maintain their calendar events on a store they trust, and application servers can
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run on any worker the user trusts. This design is in contrast to current distributed
calendars where all events are maintained on a single globally trusted domain.
The SIF Framework is written in Jif, so the existing code was already annotated
with information ow labels. Porting SIF and the Calendar application to Fabric required replacing transaction and persistence mechanisms with Fabric's built-in
primitives. Static checks performed by the Fabric compiler force the insertion of additional dynamic label and principal tests, to ensure that persistent object creation
and remote calls are secure.
As with our FabIL port of CMS, by replacing special-purpose code for converting
Java objects to a persistent SQL-backed representation, we were able to simplify the
code. The SIF implementation of the Calendar application comprised roughly 1800
lines of code; the Fabric implementation removed roughly 400 of these. The Fabric
port of the 4k line SIF library itself also had about 4k lines of code.

Bidding Agent
In this example application, a user supplies an agent to choose between two ticket
oers made by dierent airlines. The choice may depend on factors condential to
the user, such as preferred price or expected service level. Airlines, in turn, supply
agents that compete for the best oer to provide to the user, while maximizing prot.
This example is about 570 lines of code.
Four parties participate: a trusted broker, two airlines, and the user. They are
represented by Fabric principals Broker, AirlineA, AirlineB, and User. Principal

Broker is trusted by all of the others: Broker<AirlineA, Broker<AirlineB, and
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Broker<User; no other trust relationships are assumed. Every principal is associated
with a Fabric store.
This example shows that the users and airlines are both able to provide untrusted
code to the trusted broker. The guarantees provided by Fabric's type checking allow
the broker to execute this code while respecting the information ow policies specied
by all parties.

2.5 Related Work
Fabric provides a higher-level abstraction for programming distributed systems. Because it aims to help with many dierent issues, including persistence, consistency,
security, and distributed computation, it overlaps with many systems that address a
subset of these issues. However, none of these prior systems addresses all the issues
tackled by Fabric.
Fabric ts into a substantial history of eorts to integrate information ow
control into practical language-level programming abstractions; prior systems include SPARK/Ada [Bar03], Jif and Jif/split [MZZ+ 06, ZZNM02, ZCMZ03], FlowCaml [Sim03], Aura [JVM+ 08], Swift [CLM+ 07], LIO [SRMM11], Jeeves [YYSL12],
Paragon [BvDS13], and IFC [EJM+ 14]. These previous systems are either not distributed, or provide only limited control over distributed computation. Many of the
contributions of Fabric arise from fully extending information ow methods into the
realm of distributed computation over persistent data, where we have encountered
new side channels and uncovered new connections between integrity and authority.
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Jif/split [ZZNM02], SIF [CVM07], and Swift [CLM+ 07] are prior distributed systems with mutually distrusting nodes, but with more limited goals than Fabric.
While these prior systems use language-based security to enforce strong condentiality and integrity, they do not allow new nodes to join the system, and they do not
support consistent, distributed computations over shared persistent data.
In contrast to language-level information ow tracking, systems such as Asbestos [EKV+ 05], HiStar [ZBWKM06], Flume [KYB+ 07], Laminar [RPB+ 09], and
TaintDroid [EGC+ 10] track information ow dynamically at the operating system or
virtual machine level. These systems do not require programming language support,
but are only able to track information ows at a coarse granularity.
DStar [ZBWM08] applies OS-based DIFC in a distributed setting. Like Fabric,
DStar is a decentralized system that allows new nodes to join, but unlike Fabric,
it does not require certicate authorities. As with other OS-based DIFC systems,
DStar does not require language support, but controls information ow more coarsely.
DStar does not support consistent distributed computations, data shipping, or mobile
code. It also has no notion of code integrity or secrecy.
Like Fabric, Aeolus [CPS+ 12] is a platform for building distributed applications
that support information ow control. Aeolus's information ow tracking is similar
to that provided by OS-based DIFC systems, but Aeolus also provides high-level
programming language abstractions that give programmers ne-grained information
ow control. Unlike Fabric, Aeolus is a closed system with a centralized authorization
service and without support for mobile code.
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OceanStore [REG+ 03] shares the goal with Fabric of a federated, distributed
object store, but focuses more on storage than on computation. It provides consistency only at the granularity of single objects, and does not help with consistent
distributed computation. OceanStore focuses on achieving durability via replication.
Fabric stores could be replicated but currently are not. Unlike OceanStore, Fabric
provides a principled model for declaring and enforcing strong security properties in
the presence of distrusted workers and stores.
Some previous distributed storage systems have used transactions to implement
strong consistency guarantees, including Mneme [Mos90], Thor [LAC+ 96] and Sinfonia [AMS+ 07]. Cache management in Fabric is inspired by that in Thor [CAL97].
Fabric is also related to other systems that provide transparent access to persistent
objects, such as ObjectStore [LLOW91] and GemStone [BOS91]. These prior systems do not focus on security enforcement in the presence of distrusted nodes, and
do not support consistent computations spanning multiple compute nodes.
Distributed systems with support for consistency, such as Argus [Lis85] and
Avalon [HW87], usually have not oered single-system view of persistent data, and
none enforce information security. Emerald [BHJL86] gives a single-system view of
a universe of objects while exposing location and mobility, but does not support
transactions, data shipping or secure federation. InterWeave [CDP+ 00] is a persistent distributed shared memory system that synthesizes data- and function-shipping
similarly to Fabric, and allows multiple remote calls to be bound within a transaction
while remaining atomic and isolated with respect to other transactions. However, it
does not appear to be feasible to build a system like Fabric on top of InterWeave,
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because InterWeave has no support for information security and its mechanisms for
persistence and concurrency control operate at the granularity of pages. The work
of Shrira et al. [STT08] on exo-leases supports nested optimistic transactions in a
clientserver system with disconnected, multi-client transactions, but does not consider information security. MapJAX [MCCL07] provides an abstraction for sharing
data structures between the client and server in web applications, but does not
consider security. J-Orchestra [TS09] creates distributed Java programs by partitioning programs among assigned network locations. Standard Java synchronization
operations are emulated across multiple hosts, but neither security nor persistence
is considered. Other recent language-based abstractions for distributed computing
such as X10 [CDE+ 07] and Live Objects [OBDA08] also raise the abstraction level of
distributed computing but do not support persistence or information-ow security.
Several distributed storage systems including PAST [RD01a], Shark [AFM05],
CFS [DKK+ 01], and Boxwood [MMN+ 04] use distributed data structures to provide scalable le systems, but oer weak consistency and security guarantees for
distributed computation.
IFDB [SL13] provides a SQL-based interface to a single persistent database while
tracking information ow fully dynamically. It is not a federated system like Fabric,
nor does it provide type-level integration in the language.
Many previous languages [JL78, MWC10, Mil06, MSL+ 08] have explored integrating abstractions for authorization and access control into the programming model.
However, these languages do not integrate reasoning about information ow and rely
on the programmer to use these abstractions appropriately to enforce security.
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UrFlow [Chl10] enforces information ow control in web applications with policies
expressed by SQL queries. UrFlow prevents implicit ows in application code, but
not those introduced by the queries themselves.
Hails [GLS+ 12] dynamically enforces information ow control for Haskell web
applications. Like Fabric applications, Hails web apps compose mutually untrustworthy components that may access persistent data. However, Hails components
implement a modelviewcontroller design pattern and may not invoke each other
directly, though multiple viewcontrollers may share the same model. Hails does not
prevent read channels, but does prevent termination and timing channels [SRB+ 12].
Cross-origin resource sharing (CORS) [CJD+ 18] extends the same-origin policy
to allow web sites to specify domains that may load resources from other origins.
A browser implementing the CORS API performs a preight request to determine
what restrictions apply to a resource before fetching the resource. The CORS API
does not protect against read channels: preight requests may leak information from
the requesting page.
Fabric's support for secure mobile code can be compared to proof-carrying code
(PCC) [Nec97], a general mechanism for transmitting proofs about code to code
consumers. Fabric does not contain a general proof checker; clients check code they
receive using the Fabric type system. The Fabric approach is analogous to the
bytecode verier used by Java [LY99], which similarly type-checks JVM bytecode.
Various attempts have been made to strengthen isolation guarantees for JavaScript.
Chugh et al. [CMJL09] dynamically check loaded code against statically identied residual information-ow requirements. Conscript [ML10] applies aspects to
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JavaScript primitives, isolating loaded scripts in useful ways. Caja [MSL+ 08] provides isolation in web mashups by using capabilities to protect access to resources at
a ne granularity. Secure information ow can be enforced by checking capabilities
at statically predetermined locations [BS11], assuming a static analysis of information ow. Hedin and Sabelfeld [HBBS14] dynamically enforce secure information ow
within a JavaScript DOM tree. Securing mobile code in Fabric has similar challenges
to securing JavaScript, but Fabric's mobile code may express more general computations, including creating and accessing persistent data, and may communicate with
arbitrary nodes.
System extensibility and evolution has been explored in many contexts. To our
knowledge, Fabric's mobile code support is the rst to address the information security of the assembly and evolution of components in a general distributed setting.
SPIN [GB01] is an extensible operating system that allows core kernel functionality to be dynamically specialized by modules written in Modula-3. Like Fabric,
SPIN leverages language-level featuressuch as interfaces and type safetyto provide isolation for untrusted system modules. Unlike Fabric, SPIN uses namespace
isolation to control access to system resources: capabilities are implemented as references to system resources, with a type capturing access privileges. In contrast, name
resolution in Fabric is orthogonal to security, and the security implications of linking
with low integrity code are captured by the type system.
Prior work on expressive module systems explored several approaches to component reuse and evolution. Unit [FF98] and Knit [RFS+ 00] are component definition and linking languages that enable programmatic assembly of components.
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Composite units are assembled out of smaller ones, and some architectural properties are checked, such as type consistency (in [FF98]) or user-dened constraints
(in [RFS+ 00]). These systems provide more exible control of namespaces, but they
do not address the security of the produced code.
Codebases have similarities to the classpath entries in JAR les [Ora99]. These
references are neither versioned nor immutable, so the meaning of Java classes can
change over time. JAR les allow packages to be

sealed, to control who can insert

classes into them. Sealing is orthogonal to our consistency requirements: it does not
ensure that classes are named consistently nor that the meaning of code is xed.

2.6 Summary
We have explored the design and implementation of Fabric, a new, general platform
for secure sharing of information and computation resources. Fabric provides a highlevel abstraction for secure, consistent, distributed general-purpose computations on
persistent, distributed information. Persistent information is conveniently presented
as language-level objects connected by pointers. Mobile code can be dynamically
downloaded and used securely by applications, subject to policies for condentiality
and integrity. Fabric exposes security assumptions and policies explicitly and declaratively. It exibly supports a range of computation styles moving code to data or
data to code. Results from implementing complex, realistic systems in Fabric, such
as FriendMap, CMS, and SIF, suggest it has the expressive power and performance
to be useful in practice.
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Fabric's security model is based on information ow control, which makes it
inherently compositional, even in a decentralized system. Fabric's provider-bounded
label checking preserves this compositional security assurance even in the presence
of mobile code. As a result, code and data from dierent, partially trusted sources
can be combined while providing relatively strong security assurance.
Fabric embodies several important technical contributions. Fabric extends the Jif
programming language with new features for distributed programming, while showing how to integrate those features with secure information ow. This integration
requires new implementation mechanisms such as writer maps, distributed transaction logging, and hierarchical two-phase commit. The mobile-code architecture is
an interesting and useful component in its own right; provider-bounded verication
should be a useful technique for securing other mobile-code systems.
Fabric succeeds in oering both a simple, general abstraction for building secure
systems and an implementation that can be used to build real applications with
stronger security assurance than in any previous platform for distributed computing.
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Chapter 3
The Decentralized Security Principle
In the last chapter we gave an informal description of what security means to Fabric
users: the policies they express on their data can only be violated if principals that
they explicitly trust to enforce those policies are untrustworthy. In order to use this
metric to evaluate a system, we must rst make the notions of harm and trust more
concrete.
To see why this is important, let us consider the informal semantics that we
proposed for the DLM labels in Chapter 2. Recall that a DLM condentiality policy
takes the form {o → r}, where o and r are principals. The intended meaning of this
policy is that o is the owner'' of the data, while r is a reader'' of the data.
The principal o might expect that she has control over the policy of the data,
since she is designated as the owner. This expectation is reinforced by the fact that
any code that downgrades the policy must have an explicit authority clause naming

o. Only o can provide code marked with o's authority; such code must have provider
label {o ← o}.
Based on these expectations and the informal statement of the DSP, o would be
justied in concluding that data annotated with the policy {o → r} can only be
downgraded by herself or someone she trusts. And yet, the semantics we gave to
DLM labels species that r < {o → r}, so that even if r <
6 o, r can misbehave and
cause the policy to be downgraded.
This example shows that the denitions for the <, v, and authority relations
that we gave in Chapter 2 do not make it possible for the system to satisfy the DSP,
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at least in this informal sense. This informal argument suggests that for the system
to satisfy the DSP, the label model should have the following property:

Property 1. If r < C(`) and ` 6v `0 then r < I(authority(`, `0 )).
In this chapter, we construct a mathematical framework for reasoning about trust
and authority in systems running on partially trusted platforms. We dene a general
notion of information ow and inuenced information ow in a distributed system.
We use these constructions to dene harm in a way that describes the intended
behavior of DIFC systems.
We give two dierent sets of denitions; the rst describe a system that satises
noninterference, while the second takes downgrading into account. We state and
prove a form of the decentralized security principle for each set of denitions.
Our framework puts few requirements on the system model, and is therefore
applicable to a broad range of settings. Flows and inuenced ows are dened for an
arbitrary transition relation on states; the only unusual requirement is that states
can be partitioned into labeled components.
The label model is also treated abstractly in our framework. We only assume
that a label model denes sets of principals, labels, along with is-trusted-to-enforce,
ows-to, and authority relations that satisfy a few simple axioms.
We instantiate the label model with an extended version of the DLM (called
EDLM) that is designed with the DSP in mind. The EDLM renes the DLM's trust
hierarchy by allowing principals to express delimited trust in one another. Delimited
trust allows principals to qualify the amount of trust they place in other principals,
and consequently bound the amount of harm that other principals can cause.
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In a distributed system like Fabric, no single node has a complete view of the
state of the system. It should be the case that nodes can make conservative decisions
about the safety of information ows even without a complete view of the state of
the system.
We show that the ELDM has this property by giving a decision procedure for
the safe relabeling relation that ensures that ows that are deemed safe in the presence of partial information remain safe if further information is taken into account.
Furthermore, we show that if any ow is deemed unsafe that it is possible that the
ow is actually unsafe. In this sense, our decision procedure is the best possible
conservative approximation of the true relabeling relation.

3.1 System Model
The intended meaning of a label is usually described informally in terms of information ows and the information that inuences those ows. This section presents a
very general system model and denes information ows and inuenced information
ows. We also state and prove some basic properties of these relations.
The denitions in this section do not depend on a particular label model; all that
is required is a set Prin of principals and a set Lbl of labels. Section 3.2 introduces
additional requirements on a label model and uses them to state and prove the
decentralized security principle.
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3.1.1 System Model Requirements
The decentralized security principal is intended to apply to a broad class of systems.
Here we describe the requirements and assumptions we make about these systems.
We consider systems with intended semantics given by a transition relation (→)
between states. For simplicity, we assume that the transition relation is total: for
every state s there is at least one state s0 with s → s0 .
Principals are responsible for enforcing security. Specically, we assume that
each component in the system is operated by a principal. For simplicity, we treat
all components owned by a principal as a single component, and assume that each
principal operates a component. We assume that the system state is partitioned into
data held by each principal.
Since the systems of interest are those that protect information ow security, we
assume that all data has an (explicit or implicit) label. The entire state of the system
can therefore be encoded as a function s : Prin × Lbl → Σ for an uninterpreted set

Σ; the value s(p, `) gives the portion of the local state of node p that is labeled `.
Because the state is indexed by principallabel pairs, these pairs are called

loca-

tions ; the set of all locations is called Loc := Prin × Lbl . By convention, λ, µ, and
ν refer to locations.

3.1.2 Information Flow
Given a transition relation →, it is useful to describe whether it causes information
to ow from one location to another, and also what information inuences those
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ows. This section formalizes the denition of ow; Section 3.1.4 gives the denition
of an inuenced ow.
The denitions given in this section are inspired by denitions of noninterference
based on weak bisimulation. The dier because they are not predicated on an information ow ordering on labels. Instead, they simply indicate what ows occur;
we can then ask whether these ows are safe according to the semantics of the label
model.

Denition 3.1
equivalent at Λ

(State equivalence).

If Λ ⊆ Loc is a set of locations, s1 and s2 are

(written s1 ≈Λ s2 ) if for all λ ∈ Λ, s1 (λ) = s2 (λ). If s1 ≈
6 Λ s2 we say

s1 and s2 dier at Λ.
Λ is dened as Loc \ Λ, so s1 ≈Λ s2 means s1 and s2 dier only at Λ (if at all).
Although these denitions and those given below are parameterized on a set of
locations, we will primarily focus our attention on a single location at a time. By
abuse of notation, λ is used to indicate {λ}, so that s1 ≈λ s2 and s1 ≈λ s2 are
dened.
Intuitively, information ows from λ to µ if altering the data at λ and then
allowing the system to make some progress aects the data at µ. While it may be
tempting to dene progress as a single transition step, doing so treats transition steps
as observable events, rather than artifacts of modeling decisions. Such a denition
would lead to semantic conditions that are not stable under renement.
Λ

Instead, we dene ow in terms of an observable transition relation (). Intuitively, a Λ-observer notices a transition if the state labeled Λ changes. This intuition
suggests the following tentative denition:
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Denition 3.2 (Tentative Λ-observable transition relation). If Λ is a set of locations,
Λ

we write s 0 s0 if
s → s1 → s2 → · · · → sn → s0

and

s ≈Λ s1 ≈Λ s2 ≈Λ · · · ≈Λ sn 6≈Λ s0

Λ

The (0 ) relation may not be total because there may be some states from
which the Λ state never changes, a situation that looks like nontermination to a

Λ observer. Our actual denition of the observable transition relation makes this
situation observable1 by adding a transition from s to itself in this case:

Denition 3.3 (Λ-observable transition relation). If Λ is a set of locations, a state
Λ

s Λ-observably transitions to s0 (written s  s0 ) if either

1. s → s1 → s2 → · · · → sn → s0

and

s ≈Λ s1 ≈Λ s2 ≈Λ · · · ≈Λ sn 6≈Λ s0 , or

2. s = s0 and there is no s00 6≈Λ s with s →∗ s00 .

Lemma 3.4

(The () relation is total).
Λ

For all Λ and s, there exists an s0 with

Λ

s  s0 .

Proof. Follows from the denition and the fact that → is total.
λ

As above, if λ is a single location, we will use λ to denote {λ}, so that () is
dened. Now we can dene the ow relation:

Denition 3.5

(Flow).

Information ows from λ to µ (written λ
µ

µ) if there

µ

exists observable transitions s1  s01 and s2  s02 such that s1 ≈λ s2 and s01 6≈µ s02 .
1 This is a deliberate simplication. In reality, nontermination is not an observable event. This
assumption could probably be removed by giving more complex denitions of ows and inuenced
ows that explicitly account for nontermination; we leave a more detailed investigation of nontermination to future work.
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We refer to (s1 , s2 ) as a witness of the ow λ

µ. This situation is depicted in the

following diagram:
µ

s1

6≈µ

≈λ
µ

s2

s01
s02

The → relation describes the intended semantics of the system, but the denition
of ow considers misbehavior. An attacker with the ability to alter data at location

λ can take the system state from s1 to s2 ; the presence of the ow indicates that this
inuence will be observable in location µ. Dually, an attacker able to observe data
at µ can make inferences about whether the original state was s1 or s2 , even if s01
and s02 are supposed to subsequently transition to the same state.
The denition of ow is quite simple; witnesses can only dier in a single location.
However, the ow relation still captures the behavior of attacks that aect multiple
locations:

Lemma 3.6 (Flow from states diering in multiple locations). Let Λ be a nite set
Λ

Λ

of locations. Given transitions s1  s01 and s2  s02 with s1 ≈Λ s2 and s01 6≈µ s02 ,
there exists some λ ∈ Λ with λ

µ.

Proof. By induction on the size of Λ: form a chain of intermediate states, each
µ

diering from the next in a single element of Λ. Since  is total (Lemma 3.4), at
least one pair of adjacent states will form a witness of a ow to µ.
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The ow relation is dened in terms of single observable steps of the transition
relation →. However, it also describes the many-step behavior of the system:

Lemma 3.7

(Big-step ow).

s01 6≈µ s02 . Then λ

∗

µ ∗

µ ∗

Suppose s1  s01 and s2  s02 , with s1 ≈λ s2 and

µ.
µ ∗

µ ∗

Proof. Induction on the lengths of s1  s01 and s2  s02 .

3.1.3 Transmission and Relabeling Flows
Flows can be characterized by the way they move information. Recall that a location
consists of a principal that represents a node, as well as a label. Therefore a ow

(p, `)

(q, m) represents both communication (between p and q ) and relabeling

(from ` to m).
It can be helpful to focus on ows that either communicate data with a xed
label, or only relabel locally:

Denition 3.8

(Transmission ow, relabeling ow).

q with label ` is a ow of the form (p, `)
m at p is a ow of the form (p, `)

A transmission ow from p to

(q, `), while a relabeling ow from ` to

(p, m).

Operating system and programming language based information ow control systems are intended to prevent unsafe relabeling ows. Cryptographic techniques can
be used to avoid transmission ows.
It should be possible to rene a system's transition relation to add relabeling ows
either before or after transmission, so that all ows become either transmission ows
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or relabeling ows. However, we leave proving this result for a general transition
relation to future work.

3.1.4 Inuenced Flows
The denition of ow captures the kind of information ows ruled out by noninterference. However, it is well known [SS05] that noninterference is too restrictive to
describe many systems that are nevertheless considered secure.
There are many proposals for specifying the circumstances under which policies
can be downgraded. Some (e.g., [Mye99a, PC00]) allow policies to be downgraded by
any code that possesses sucient authority. Others (e.g., [LZ05, KAMS19]) encode
constraints on downgrading in the policies themselves, and only allow downgrading
that is consistent with those policies. A third approach is to interpret policies in the
context of a principal hierarchy or other authorization state (e.g., [ML00, BS06]).
Many systems, including Fabric, use a combination of these approaches.
Reasoning about the safety of downgrading operations requires thinking about
the integrity of the parts of the state that can inuence relabeling decisions.
For example, if downgrading operations are only allowed in code that has been
authorized by Alice, it had better be the case that principals Alice doesn't trust can't
change the value of that code. Similarly, if a label model says that an information
ow is safe as long as Bob trusts Chuck, the state used to determine whether Bob
trusts Chuck must have high integrity.
These and similar restrictions are discussed in more detail in Section 3.2. Here
we present a more nuanced relation that identies the state that inuences a ow.
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Intuitively, data at ν inuences a ow from λ to µ if changing the state at ν
changes whether information ows or not. This intuition leads to the following
denition, which is inspired by the denition of nonmalleable information ow:

Denition 3.9 (Inuenced ow). Information labeled ν
ν (written λ

ν

inuences

a ow from µ to

µ) if there exists four states s1 , s2 , t1 , and t2 such that s1 ≈ν t1 and

s2 ≈ν t2 , and such that (s1 , s2 ) is a witness to a ow from λ to µ but (t1 , t2 ) is not.

This situation is depicted in the following diagram:
t01

µ

≈µ
t02

t1

≈ν

≈λ
µ

t2

s1

µ

6≈µ

≈λ
≈ν

s2

s01

µ

s02

In the example of restricting downgrading to authorized code, the code would
have label ν , while the data to be downgraded would have its label changed from λ
to µ. Modifying the code that performs the downgrading (or the data it examines to
decide whether to downgrade) without changing the rest of the system state would
change the state from t1 to s1 , or from t2 to s2 . Without adding the downgrade,
there was no ow (t01 ≈µ t02 ), while after the change there is a ow (since s01 6≈µ s02 ).
In this way, modifying the code labeled ν inuences the ow from λ to µ.
Similarly, inuenced ow describes a system with a stateful ows-to relation. A
label model may allow a ow from λ to µ if Bob trusts Chuck, but that determination
may require examination of the system state. If the portion of the state that is
examined is labeled ν , then there would be an inuenced ow λ

ν

µ. Changing the

state at ν would cause the system to allow or disallow the ow from λ to µ.
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3.1.5 Inuenced Flows Generalize Flows
The inuenced ow relation gives strictly more information about the system than
the ow relation. Here are some basic properties showing the relationships between
the two relations:

Lemma 3.10 (Inuenced ows imply ows). If λ

ν

µ then λ

µ and ν

µ.

Proof. Follows immediately from the denition.

Lemma 3.11 (Flows imply inuenced ows). If λ

µ then λ

λ

µ.

ν

µ implies ν

Proof. Choose t1 = t2 = s1 in the denition of inuenced ow.

Lemma 3.12 (Asymmetry). It is not necessarily the case that λ

λ

µ.

Proof. Using the notation in Denition 3.9, we can construct a transition system
where t01 , s01 , and s02 all dier from each other on µ, while t01 ≈µ t02 . In this case both

(s1 , t1 ) and (s2 , t2 ) are witnesses of ows from ν to µ, so these four states are not
a witness to a λ-inuenced ow. By choosing a suciently simple state space, we
can ensure that these are the only witnesses of ows from ν to µ, thus ensuring that

ν 6

λ

µ.

3.2 The Decentralized Security Principle, Formalized
The decentralized security principle states that one's security should be immune to
the actions of principals that one does not trust. Stated another way, if your security
is harmed, it must be the result of an action by a principal you trust.
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With denitions of ows and inuenced ows in hand, we can describe the set of
ows that a system exhibits. The question of whether these ows are harmful, and
whether principals are trusted, depends on the semantic meaning of the labels.
There are many label models that describe the set of allowed ows and the conditions under which they are safe [MPP13]. This section treats the label model as an
abstraction that provides a handful of relations between principals and labels that
satisfy certain properties. Section 3.3 instantiates this abstraction with a label model
designed with the DSP in mind.
Using these assumptions, we give two denitions of harm that are appropriate for
reasoning about information ow. The rst denition is based on the ow relation
and is more restrictive than the second; we show that lack of harm using this denition is equivalent to noninterference. The second denition of harm is based on the
inuenced ow relation; lack of harm using this denition is similar to nonmalleable
information ow.
A denition of harm describes the guarantees that a principal can expect if their
trustees are trustworthy. It should also describe the actions that trustworthy principles should avoid. In this sense, the DSP is a kind of compositionality result:
composing components operated by trustworthy principals should produce a trustworthy system. We show this property for each of the two denitions of harm.

3.2.1 Label Model Axioms
Section 3.1 only assumed that there is a set of labels and a set of principals. In order
to identify which ows are harmful, we need additional structure relating principals
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to labels and labels to each other. This additional structure is specied by giving a
label model.
We are interested in condentiality and integrity. Our rst assumption is that
each label has a condentiality and an integrity component. Formally, we require
that there is a set CLbl of condentiality labels and a set ILbl of integrity labels such
that Lbl = CLbl × ILbl . We refer to the projections as C and I .

Flows-to relation.

Some labels are more restrictive than others by denition. Our

second assumption is that the label model provides relations vC and vI on CLbl
and ILbl indicating when one label is more restrictive than another. ` vC m and

` vI m both mean that information labeled ` can safely aect data labeled m. We
dene (v) on labels as the product of vC and vI , and we omit the subscripts when
they are clear from context.
Unlike previous information ow analyses, we do not assume that the set of labels
forms a lattice under v. We do require that vC and vI are preorders (reexive and
transitive).2

Trusted-to-enforce relation.

The label model must also provide a set Prin of

principals. We do not assume any structure on the set of principals by themselves,
but we do assume that each principal is only trusted to enforce a subset of the labels.
The statement p < ` should be read  p is trusted to enforce `. We assume the label
model denes the (<C ) relation between principals and condentiality labels, and
2 One can always formally turn a preorder into a lattice by taking equivalence classes and completing under

t and u.

However, it may not be obvious how to dene the

< and authority

relations

on the resulting equivalence classes. Eschewing the lattice requirement removes this complexity.
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the (<I ) relation between principals and integrity labels. We dene < on labels as
the product of these two relations.
For the interpretation of C as condentiality and I as integrity to make sense,
we require certain relationships between < and v:
1. If ` vI m, then ` has higher integrity than m. There should therefore be fewer
principals trusted to enforce `. In this case, we require that if p < ` then

p < m.
2. If ` vC m then m is more secret than `. There should therefore be fewer
principals trusted to enforce m. In this case, we require that if p < m then

p < `.
We can simplify these axioms by introducing a

Denition 3.13

(Trust ordering).

trust ordering on labels:

We say ` is harder to enforce than m (written

` < m) if for all p < `, we have p < m. If ` < m and m < ` we write ` ' m.
This notation makes it easy to remember the relationship between p < ` and

` < m: these two facts together imply that p < m.
Using this notation, the above requirements become (1) If C(`) v C(m) then

C(`) 4 C(m), and (2) If I(`) v I(m) then I(`) < I(m). Stated another way, v and
4 are the same on condentiality labels, and are opposite on integrity labels.

Authority function.

In the presence of downgrading, the v relation does not

dene the entirety of the allowable information ows. Instead, the allowable ows
are dictated by the code that is authorized to declassify.
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When a principal adds a label to data, they have some intended allowable use for
that data. Compliance with that intent can be thought of as an unstated invariant
of the code and data that inuence either the decision to downgrade the data or the
choice of data to be downgraded.
The ability to maintain invariants is synonymous with high integrity. Therefore it
makes sense to use an integrity label to categorize the information that may inuence
the decision to downgrade a label `.
The condentiality of the code and data used to authorize downgrades is also
important. Cecchetti et al. have shown that allowing secret data to inuence downgrading decisions can cause confused deputy vulnerabilities [CMA17].
We assume that the label model denes a function authority : Lbl × Lbl → Lbl .
Given labels ` and m, the label authority(`, m) identies the state that is allowed
to inuence a relabeling from ` to m. The integrity component of the authority
indicates how trusted the code or data must be, while the condentiality component
indicates how transparent the decision to downgrade must be.
The requirements on authority(`, m) depend on whether a ow `
downgrade. If C(`) v C(m) then a ow `

m would be a

m does not declassify ` data, so it does

not require a relationship between ` and authority(`, m). Likewise, if I(`) v I(m)
then we don't require a relationship between authority(`, m) and m.
If C(`) v
6 C(m), then authority(`, m) and C(`) are closely related: The statement

p < C(`) means that if p is untrustworthy, ` can be inappropriately leaked. Certainly,
if p < authority(`, m), then p could misbehave by introducing code that declassies `
data inappropriately. Therefore, if p < authority(`, m) then we should have p < C(`).
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On the other hand, p < C(`) means that p can view data labeled `. That means
that by misbehaving, p has the ability to change who can view data labeled `. Thus

p has the de-facto ability to change the meaning of C(`). Therefore, if p < C(`) then
we require p < authority(`, m).
These requirements can be summarized by saying that if C(`) v
6 C(m) then

C(`) ' authority(`, m). A similar argument justies the requirement that if I(`) v
6
I(m) then I(m) ' authority(`, m).

Label model denition.

The above requirements are summarized in the following

denition:

Denition 3.14

(Label model).

A label model M consists of a set Prin , preorders

(CLbl , vC ) and (ILbl , vI ), relations (<C ) ⊆ Prin × CLbl and (<I ) ⊆ Prin × ILbl ,

and a function authority : Lbl × Lbl → Lbl satisfying the following axioms:
1. If C(`) v C(m) then C(`) 4 C(m),
2. If I(`) v I(m) then I(`) < I(m),
3. If C(`) v C(m) then C(`) 4 C(m); otherwise authority(`, m)) ' C(`)
4. If I(`) v I(m) then I(`) < I(m); otherwise authority(`, m)) ' I(m)

3.2.2 DSP with Strict Harm
We are now ready to dene strict noninterference-based harm and prove the Decentralized Security Principle for this denition.
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When considering strict noninterference-based information ow policies, there
are two ways that a ow (p, `)

∗

(q, m) can harm the condentiality of `: either

q <
6 C(`) (in which case condential data is placed on a component that is not
trusted to hold it) or C(`) v
6 C(m) (in which case the restrictions on the use of data
are relaxed).
To capture this intuition, we extend the denition of (vC ) from labels to locations
as follows:

Denition 3.15 (Condentiality can-ow for locations (λ vC µ)). We say (p, `) vC
(q, m) if C(`) vC C(m) and q < C(`).

Denition 3.16

(Condentiality harm).

We say (p, `)

∗

(q, m) harms C(`) if

p < C(`), and (p, `) v
6 C (q, m).
The requirement that p < C(`) prevents an untrusted party from manufacturing
fake harm by inventing data, claiming it has label `, and then leaking it. Following
Zagieboylo et al. [ZSM19], we refer to such locations as C -compromised:

Denition 3.17. If p <
6 C(`) then the location (p, `) is C -compromised. Similarly,
Similarly, if p <
6 I(`) then (p, `) is I -compromised, and if p <
6 ` then (p, `) is
compromised.
Dually, the ow harms q 's integrity if either p is insuciently trusted or ` is
insuciently restrictive:

Denition 3.18 (Integrity can-ow for locations (λ vI µ)). We say (p, `) vI (q, m)
if I(`) v I(m) and p < I(m).
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Denition 3.19 (Integrity harm). We say (p, `)

∗

(q, m) harms I(m) if q < I(m),

and (p, `) v
6 I (q, m).
The various can-ow orderings on locations are

Lemma 3.20

almost preorders:

(Can-ow is transitive and mostly reexive).

The relations vC , vI

and v on locations are all transitive. They are reexive (and thus preorders) when
restricted to uncompromised labels.
Proof. Follows immediately from the label model axioms.
In fact, the can-ow orderings cannot possibly be reexive because of the following
interesting fact:

Lemma 3.21 (Information can only ow to/from uncompromised labels). If λ vC µ
then µ is not C -compromised. If λ vI µ then λ is not I -compromised.
Proof. Follows immediately from the label model axioms.
With a denition of harm, we can formalize the notion that a principal can only
be harmed by someone they trust:

Theorem 3.22

(DSP with strict noninterference-based harm).

harms C(`), then there is a harmful single-step ow (p0 , `0 )

If (p, `)

∗

(q, m)

(q 0 , m0 ) with p0 < C(`).

Dually, if the ow harms I(m) then there is a harmful ow (p0 , `0 )

(q 0 , m0 ) with

q 0 < I(m).

Proof. If (p, `) = (p0 , `0 )
(pi , `i ) v
6

C (pi+1 , `i+1 )

(p1 , `1 )

···

(q, m), we can nd the rst i with

(such an i must exists since (p, `) v
6

transitive, we have (p, `) vC (pi , `i ). Therefore pi < C(`).
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C (q, m)).

Since vC is

The proof for integrity ows is the same, except that we nd the

last i with

(pi , `i ) v
6 I (pi+1 , `i+1 ), instead of the rst such i.

3.2.3 Strict Harm and Noninterference
In this section we give a typical denition of noninterference adapted to our distributed setting, and show that noninterference and lack of strict harm are equivalent. This result shows that our denitions of ow and strict harm correctly describe
information ow.
The literature contains a large variety of denitions of noninterference. Ours is
based on observational determinism [ZM03].
Noninterference is usually dened in terms of a low-equivalence relation requiring
states to be equal at all labels below ` in the information ow ordering. The following
denition of the low closure of a location simplies the denitions of low equivalence
and noninterference:

Denition 3.23

(Low-closure).

If λ ∈ Loc, we dene the low-closure of λ (written

↓ λ) to be the set of locations that may not ow to λ. Formally, ↓ λ := {µ | λ v
6 µ}.3
We can now dene low equivalence and noninterference:

Denition 3.24

(Low-equivalence).

Two states s1 and s2 are low-equivalent with

respect to location λ if s1 ≈↓λ s2 .
3 Technically, this should be called the complement of the high-closure of
but we adopt the notation given here for simplicity. Our denition of
does not contain

λ.
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↓λ

{λ}

and written

↑ λ,

is downward closed, but

Denition 3.25 (Noninterference). A system given by transition relation → is
interfering

↓λ

non-

↓λ

with respect to location λ if for all s1 ≈↓λ s2 , if s1  s01 and s2  s02 then

s01 ≈↓λ s2 . The relation is noninterfering if it is noninterfering with respect to all

locations.
We are now ready to show that our notion of harm captures noninterference:

Theorem 3.26 (Noninterference is no-harm). For a given label `, (→) is noninterfering if and only if it exhibits no harm.
Proof. The if direction follows from Lemma 3.6, while the only if follows directly
from the denitions.

3.2.4 DSP with Downgrading
Stating the DSP is more dicult in the presence of downgrading. Downgrading
makes it possible for labeled ` to safely aect data labeled m even if ` v
6 m. The
conditions under which such a ow is safe application dependent, may dier for every
label, and may change over time.
We assume that the intended policy for relabeling data from label ` to label m is
stored with label authority(`, m). This means there are several ways to cause harm:

Denition 3.27 (Condentiality harm). An inuenced ow (p, `)
sidered harmful to C(`) if any of the following conditions apply:
1. If q <
6 C(`) then p has harmed C(`) by leaking data.
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(r,n)

(q, m) is con-

2. If C(`) v
6 C(m) and I(n) v
6 I(authority(`, m)) or (r, n) is I -compromised, then
p has harmed C(`) by inappropriately declassifying data.

3. If C(`) v
6 C(m) and C(authority(`, m)) v
6 C(n) then p has harmed C(`) by
opaquely declassifying data.
4. If C(`) v
6 C(m) and I(n) is harmed, then C(`) is harmed (not necessarily by
p), because the meaning of C(`) has been changed inappropriately.

5. If C(`) v C(m) and C(m) is harmed then C(`) has also been harmed (not
necessarily by p).
A few notes about this denition are in order:

• Condition 1 says that any ow from ` to an untrusted component q is harmful,
regardless of the inuence. One might object that the policy associated with

` might say that ` can be stored on q even though q is not trusted to enforce
C(`). However, such a policy would violate the DSP, because q could then leak
data labeled ` despite not being trusted to enforce C(`). Instead, the policy
should state that data labeled ` can be declassied to a label that q is trusted
to enforce; then p could remain trustworthy by rst relabeling the data.

• Conditions 2 and 3 are important for ensuring robust declassication and transparent endorsement. Nonmalleable information ow is dened as the intersection of robustness and transparency [CMA17].
It is tempting to combine these conditions into one by using the trust ordering
on labels: Under mild additional assumptions, the condition

I(n) v
6 I(authority(`, m)) or C(authority(`, m)) v
6 C(n)
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is equivalent to the condition n <
6 authority(`, m).
We have avoided this unication because it obscures the meaning of condition 3.
The real requirement for transparency is that the inuence is suciently public, not that the label on the inuence is harder to enforce. Transparency is
fundamentally a statement about information ow, rather than trust or enforcement.

• Condition 5 does not consider a downgrading from ` to a less restrictive label m
followed by m-harm to be harmful to label `. Declassifying data is an explicit
statement that leaking that data is less harmful.
The conditions for integrity harm are mostly dual to those for condentiality
harm:

Denition 3.28 (Integrity harm). An inuenced ow (p, `)

(r,n)

(q, m) is considered

harmful to I(m) if any of the following conditions apply:
1. If p <
6 I(m) then q has harmed I(m)
2. If I(`) v
6 I(m) and I(n) v
6 I(authority(`, m)) or (r, n) is I -compromised, then
q has harmed I(m) by inappropriately endorsing data.

3. If I(`) v
6 I(m) and C(authority(`, m)) v
6 C(n) then q has harmed I(m) by
opaquely endorsing data.
4. If I(`) v
6 I(m) and I(n) is harmed, then I(m) is harmed (not necessarily by
q ), because the meaning of I(m) has been changed inappropriately.

5. If I(`) v I(m) and I(`) is harmed then I(m) has also been harmed (not necessarily by q).
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We are now ready to state and prove the DSP with inuenced-ow based denitions of harm.

Theorem 3.29 (DSP with downgrading). If a ow originating from a C -uncompromised
location (p, `) harms `, then there is a principal p0 such that p0 causes harm and p0 < `.
Dually, if a ow ends in an I -uncompromised location (q, m) harms m, then there is
a principal q0 such that q0 causes harm and q0 < `.
Proof. We present the proof for condentiality harm; the proof for integrity harm is
completely dual. We consider the dierent forms of condentiality harm enumerated
in Denition 3.27 in turn. For the rst three forms of condentiality harm p is
causing the harm, so we can choose p0 := p. Since (p, `) is uncompromised, we know

p < ` as required.
For the fourth form of condentiality harm, we know that (r, n) is I -uncompromised
(otherwise condition 2 would be violated). We can therefore inductively nd some

r0 that causes harm, with r0 < I(n). We have I(n) < I(authority(`, m)) (otherwise
condition 2 or 3 would be violated). By the label model axioms, since C(`) v
6 C(m),
we have I(authority(`, m)) < C(`), so r0 < C(`).
For the fth form of condentiality harm, we know that C(`) v C(m), so C(`) 4

C(m). We also know m < C(m) (otherwise p is directly causing harm, so we would be
done). Therefore (q, m) is C -uncompromised. We can inductively conclude that there
is some q 0 < C(m) that harms C(m). Since C(`) 4 C(m) we have q 0 4 C(`).
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3.2.5 Inuenced Flows and Nonmalleability
Although the denition of inuenced ow is inspired by the denition of nonmalleable
information ow, there are subtle dierences between our denitions and those given
in [CMA17].
The formal denition of nonmalleability begins by using a set A of attackers to
divide the space of labels into four quadrants; each label is classied as public or
secret, and as trusted or untrusted. It then requires an untrusted attacker cannot
change whether there is a ow from public to secret, and that secret data cannot
change whether there is a ow from trusted to untrusted.
Inuenced ows have ner resolution, because they detect ows between any two
labels, even if those labels are both public or if they are both trusted with respect
to a given attacker. We view these ows as important to the security of the system,
because whether an attacker is trusted to enforce a given label may change over time.
Another distinction between the inuenced-ow based denition of harm and
nonmalleability is that our denition of harm places a restriction on the integrity
of the data that inuences endorsement and on the condentiality of the data that
inuences declassication.
Although robust endorsement has been considered in the literature [AM10], the
dual notion of transparent declassication has not been previously studied. We leave
a detailed exploration of the ramications of these dierences to future work.
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3.3 The Extended Decentralized Label Model
Section 3.2 dened a label model as as a collection of principals and labels satisfying
certain properties. In this section we instantiate this denition with a language of
information ow labels and relationships between them. This language both renes
and extends the decentralized label model by allowing the specication of ne-grained
trust relationships.

Principals and trust.

The EDLM is parameterized on the set Prin of principals.

Unlike many label models, EDLM does not assume a single trust ordering on principals. Instead, statements of trust are delimited: a principal expressing trust must
also specify the extent of that trust. The extent of trust is specied by giving a

category (usually denoted by c, d, e ∈ C ).
The trust specication is described by a

delimited trust hierarchy (DTH). A de-

limited trust hierarchy H is a C -indexed collection of preorders 4H
c on Prin . The
notation p 4H
c q should be read  p trusts q to protect c in H . We omit H when it
is clear from the context.

Labels.

Figure 3.1 gives the syntax of EDLM labels. The labels are syntactically

similar to those in the DLM, but policies are stated in terms of categories as well as
principals, and the label semantics take the delimited trust hierarchy into account.
The simplest condentiality label is a

condentiality policy {p → c}. Informally,

if data has the label {p → c}, it means that principal p is concerned with the secrecy
of the data, and if the secrecy of the data is compromised, p is harmed at level c.
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p, q, r ∈ Prin
c, d, e ∈ C
Pol ::= {p ← c} | {p → c}
`c , mc ∈ CLbl ::= {p → c} | `c t mc | `c u mc | {}
`i , mi ∈ ILbl ::= {p ← c} | `i t mi | `i u mi | {}

Figure 3.1: The syntax of EDLM labels
Dually, one can write an

integrity policy {p ← c}, which means that principal

p is concerned with the integrity of the data, and if the integrity of the data is
compromised, p is harmed at level c.
As in the DLM, we form more complicated condentiality or integrity labels by
taking formal joins and meets of policies. Informally, data labeled with the join of `
and m (denoted `tm) should be treated at least as restrictively as both ` and m, while
the meet (denoted ` u m) means data should be no handled more restrictively than
either.4 Finally, we allow empty condentiality policies, which describe completely
public data, and empty integrity policies, which describe completely untrusted data.

The ows-to and is-trusted-to-enforce relations.

The ows-to relation for

EDLM labels is given in Figure 3.2. Data labeled with a condentiality policy owned
by p is allowed to ow to a label owned by p0 if and only if p trusts p0 to protect the
data. Dually, data labeled with an integrity policy owned by p is only allowed to
ow

from a label owned by p0 if p trusts p0 to have protected the data.

4 The original DLM [ML97] did not permit label meets, but a semantics for them is given
+

in [CM06], and they are implemented as part of the Jif language [MZZ 06].
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p 4c p0
(conf. policy)
{p → c} vC {p0 → c0 }

p <c p 0
(int. policy)
{p ← c} vI {p0 ← c0 }

{} vC `
`1 v m `2 v m
`1 t `2 v m
`1 v m
`1 u `2 v m

` vI {}
` v m1
` v m1 t m2

`2 v m
`1 u `2 v m

` v m2
` v m1 t m2

` v m1 ` v m2
` v m1 u m2

Figure 3.2: The EDLM ows-to relation. The rst line shows the relation between
policies; the second line describes joins, and the third describes meets.
The remainder of the rules codify the idea that {} places no restrictions on
condentiality or integrity, that ` t m is more restrictive than both ` and m, and
that ` u m is less restrictive than either of them.
The is-trusted-to-enforce relation comes directly from the DTH: q < {p → c} and

q < {p ← c} if and only if p 4c q .

The authority function.

We dene the authority function for EDLM in terms of

a simpler function defn : Pol → Lbl that gives the dening label of a given policy.
The EDLM gives a simple denition of defn : Pol → Lbl :

defn({p → c}) := {p ← c} and defn({p ← c}) := {p → c}
This denition extends the

readers-to-writers function of [ZM01] to support trans-

parent endorsement. It is similar to the hourglass operator that Zagieboylo et al. use
to enforce nonmalleable information ow [ZSM19].
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We believe that this is not the only reasonable denition of defn . A more restrictive choice of the integrity of defn(p) would allow a principal to delegate the ability
to handle data without delegating the ability to make decisions about the policy on
the data. A more public choice of the condentiality of defn(p) might be a way of
requiring auditable endorsement. In the limit, if defn(p) describes data that nobody
is trusted to provide, it should become impossible to downgrade p, so our security
denitions become equivalent to noninterference. We leave the exploration of this
design parameter to future work.
The authority function is dened by extending the defn function to operate on
joins and meets of labels.

Label model axioms.

The operations dened in this section have been designed

to satisfy the label model axioms of Section 3.2.1 in mind:

Lemma 3.30 (EDLM is a label model). The relations on EDLM labels dened above
satisfy the label model axioms.
Proof. By inspection.

3.3.1 Constructing a DTH
In order to implement our model in a large distributed system, we need a way for
principals to learn about the trust hierarchy. In a large distributed system, it is
dicult to maintain globally consistent information. In particular, each principal
may have only a partial view of the trust hierarchy. Thus the construction of the
hierarchy should be robust with respect to partial information.
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S, p says q <c r ` p says q <c r

(given)

S ` p says q <c p S ` q says r <c s
S ` p says r <c s

(trust)

S ` p says q <c r S ` p says r <c s
S ` p says q <c s
(transitivity)
S ` p says q <c q

(reexivity)

S ` p says q <c p
[[S]]

p 4c

q

Figure 3.3: Construction of a DTH [[S]] from a set S of trust assertions.
A second important property is the ability for principals to express trust relationships for other principals. For example, p's decision to extend trust to q may
be dependent on an expensive computation, or p may be temporarily unavailable.
In this case, a node that p trusts should be able to speak for p. Of course a principal should not be able to aect the security of another principal by issuing such
statements.
To achieve these goals, we will now give a construction that takes as input a set

S of statements of the form  p says q <c r, and outputs a valid DTH [[S]]. The
construction is given in Figure 3.3, and proceeds in two steps. First, we close the set
of statements by allowing trusted parties to make new statements about trust (the
trust rule). In addition, the set is closed under the DTH axioms. In the second step,
we take only statements that a principal makes about itself as the resulting DTH.
This requirement prevents statements from untrusted entities to aect the security
of a principal.
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It is straightforward to check that this construction satises the desired properties: the hard work has been done in dening the DTH axioms and analyzing the
properties there. We need to check two things:

Lemma 3.31

(Construction yields a DTH).

The relation 4[[S]] satises the DTH

axioms.

Lemma 3.32
[[S]]

p 4c

(Construction is stable under partial information).

q then p 4c

[[S 0 ]]

If S 0 ⊇ S and

q.

Proofs. Trivial.

3.4 Application to Fabric
Principals are themselves reied as objects in Fabric. Each principal object species
the set of principals that it trusts. As in the DLM, trust is completea principal
either trusts another or it does not. The principal hierarchy is constructed from
these specications, allowing the system to make judgments based on the DLM.
As in our model, Fabric proposes an is trusted to enforce relation (4) between
principals and labels, and uses this relation to decide whether to an object to or
receive an object from another node. However, the Fabric policy {o → r} treats r as
a

reader, and Fabric allows an object with that policy to be sent to a node operated

by r (as an owner, o is also able to read an object labeled {o → r}.
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This dierence exposes a shortcoming in the Fabric security model. Consider the
following ow, where Alice (a), Bob (b), and Chuck (c) are principals with no trust
relationship:

(a, {a → b})

(b, {a → b})

(c, {a → b})

This trace is clearly harmful to Alice: her policy states that only Bob may read the
data, and yet the data ends up on Chuck's node. However, no principal that Alice
trusts performs a harmful step. According to the Fabric trusted-to-enforce relation,
the rst step is not harmful. The second step is harmful, but Bob is not trusted by
Alice. Thus the Fabric system does not satisfy the decentralized security principle.
Now one might argue that in fact, Bob should implicitly be trusted to enforce
policies that say he may read the data, and thus the second step in this ow is in fact
a trusted harm step. In other words, the relation p 4q q should be implicit. There
are three problems with this argument.
First, this assumption is inconsistent with the checks performed by the Fabric
language. The Fabric language includes mechanisms for weakening information ow
constraints through declassication and endorsement. If code is marked as having
the authority of Alice, it is able to remove the label {a → b}. The intent is that such
code constitutes part of Alice's statement of policy (in addition to the labels on her
data and the statements of trust made by her principal object), and as such should
be checked by Alice herself. Code with the authority of Bob is unable to remove the
policy {a → b}. Based on these restrictions, a Fabric programmer could reasonably
assume that b <
6 b a.
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Second, the implicit assumption that b <b a prevents the system from enforcing useful real-world security policies. For example, certain psychological records
are allowed to be seen by patients, but only as specied by the doctor. It would
be reasonable to model these restrictions as the policy {doctor → patient}, with
the doctor's conditions for release specied as code blessed with the authority of
the doctor. However, if patient <patient doctor, then the doctor's consent becomes
unnecessary, violating the spirit of the policy.
Third, under the implicit rule that b <b a, the labels {a → b} and {b → a} are
treated identically5 . This means that the complicated syntax for specifying policies
is an unnecessary complexity.
One possible x is to simply change the < relation for Fabric to match the one
presented here, without adding delimited trust statements. However, this would
lead to an overly restrictive system: data owned by Alice would be stuck on nodes
controlled by Alice (or those who act for her). If Alice actually

does trust Bob to

handle data that he is able to read, she would have to construct a new principal p
that trusts both she and Bob, and relabel her data from {a → b} to {p → p}.
This argument demonstrates that the

delimited trust statements that we are

proposing provide a useful middle ground. We leave implementation on delimited
trust in Fabric to future work.
5 In fact, both

{a → b}

and

{b → a} are both equivalent to {> → a ∧ b},
a ∧ b is the meet of a and b

principal in the trust ordering, and
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where

>

is the top

3.5 Related Work
Our notion of inuenced ows is motivated by

robust declassication, originally pro-

posed by Zdancewic and Myers [ZM01]. Robustness is intended to rule out laundering attacks, where an active adversary is able to abuse allowed declassication
statements in unexpected ways, thereby violating the intended information security
policy. This restriction is formally captured by requiring that the set of information
that a system releases is independent of the information that an attacker controls.
Several renements of robust declassication have been dened. Chong and Myers [CM06] interpret robustness in the context of the DLM and dene robustness
with respect to all attackers. Askarov and Myers [AM10] use attacker inuence and
knowledge to give a semantic characterization of robustness. Myers et al. [MSZ06]
show that robust declassication can be enforced in a language-based setting by
restricting the information that can aect the context of a declassication.
Nonmalleability [CMA17] places additional information-ow restrictions on the
context. Our authority labels generalize this restriction further by allowing a label
model to specify an arbitrary information ow label.
Clarkson and Schneider [CS08] dene a safety hyperproperty as a set of sets of
traces in which something bad doesn't happen, and show that various denitions
of noninterference are safety hyperproperties. Cecchetti et al. [CMA17] extend this
by showing that robust declassication, transparent endorsement, and nonmalleable
information ow are all safety hyperproperties. Our denitions of ow and inuenced
ow focus on the potentially bad things that might happen and enable reasoning
about the conditions under which they occur.
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EDLM is based on the decentralized label model [ML00], and the design of the
delimited trust hierarchy was partially inspired by Jif's dynamic principals [TZ07].
Other information ow label models also use trust as the basis for dening information ow labels. FLAM labels [ALM15] unify principals and labels. Rx [SHTZ06]
has a more rened label model based on role-based access control.
Montagu et al. [MPP13] dene a general label algebra structure and use it to
compare several label models. Although label algebras include a notion of authority
and downgrading, they cannot be used to dene properties like robust declassication
or nonmalleability because there is no information ow label associated with a given
authority level.
Our authority label gives a coarse-grained restriction on downgrading, under the
assumption that programs that are given that authority label correctly implement
downgrading policies. Several richer languages for specifying downgrading policies
exist. Chong and Myers [CM04] dene eventual downgrading policies that specify
the conditions under which data can be declassied and the policies that control
them after they are downgraded. Reactive information ow labels [KS20, KAMS19]
specify downgrading policies using nite automata. Paralocks [BS06] use logical
formulas over a set of mutable lock variables to determine whether a relabeling is
allowed.
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Chapter 4
Information Leaks via Authorization
Requests
The previous chapter presented a mathematical framework for reasoning about information ow control ina partially trusted system. In this chapter we narrow our
focus and consider the impact that partial trust has on dynamic authorization. Dynamic authorization refers to any operation that a program or system performs at
run time to determine whether to perform an action. In this chapter we focus on a
specic authorization problem: The actions to be authorized are information ows;
these actions should be permitted if the ows are compatible with the v relation.
Dynamic authorization is an important feature for building realistic software,
because trust relationships and data policies are often unknown when programs are
written. Dynamic authorization also increases the expressiveness of security-typed
languages. For example, Jif programs often use dynamic authorization primitives to
implement traversals over collections of heterogeneously labeled data.
Language features for dynamic authorization in information ow type systems
have been studied in the literature [ZM07, TZ07, SHTZ06] and implemented in Jif.
These analyses cannot be readily adapted to a partially trusted platform because
they rely on assumptions that untrustworthy principals can violate.
In particular, most prior work has assumed that dynamic authorization queries
have no visible side eects, and therefore have no impact on condentiality.1 This
1 The only exception we are aware of is the FLAM authorization logic [ALM15]. FLAM's owlimited judgments include an information-ow label constraining the set of facts needed to produce
a derivation.

FLAM assumes that the proof search process only leaks information to the hosts
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assumption is reasonable in a centralized system: the users can specify their policies
in advance, and the platform can simply read these specications as needed. In a
decentralized setting, however, the state that must be consulted may be distributed
across dierent nodes, and is likely to span trust domains. As discussed in Section 2.2.8, queries to distributed state create read channels; Any security analysis
that ignores these side channels will be unsound.
Accounting for the information owing through dynamic authorization requests
is important for the Fabric system implementation as well as for the language design,
because the Fabric system itself performs dynamic authorization checks as part of its
normal functioning. For example, when objects are requested from stores, the stores
perform dynamic authorization checks to determine whether it is safe to return the
object to the requesting worker.
Figure 4.1 depicts a situation where authorization requests can cause unsafe ows.
Dynamically, w sends an authenticated message to store So requesting o. So must
determine whether w is trusted to enforce the condentiality of o. If the label on o
is {p →}, then w < L(o) exactly if w < p. To determine whether this is true, So
must read the object representing p, which may be stored on a dierent store, say

Sp . Furthermore, p may indirectly delegate to w, through principals r or q ; in this
case Sr and Sq must be contacted as well. In order for the read to be considered
safe, all of these stores must be trusted to learn about secret.
These concerns are not simply artifacts of the Fabric programming model or
system design; these concerns arise in any context involving authorization queries
holding those facts, but does not model distributed proof construction.
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w
1
2

if (secret)
read o;

read o

does w < p?

So

o : {p →}

Sp

p

Sq

Sr

q

r

Figure 4.1: Example of read channels in dynamic authorization. To satisfy the
request from w, store So must determine whether w < L(o) = {p →}, which may
require it to fetch p and even p's delegates q and r.
between partially trusting entities. As a simple example, consider an authenticationas-a-service system such as OAuth [HL11]. The goal of these systems is to allow
users to reuse existing accounts (such as Facebook or Google accounts) to identify
themselves to third parties. This approach saves application providers from handling
the tricky details of implementing authentication properly, while also reducing the
proliferation of accounts that each user must manage.
Many users are justiably reluctant to make use of these services, because they
worry about the privacy implications [MH03b]. Some users do not want to allow
the authentication providers to learn what websites they are logging into, when they
log into them, or how often they do. Others are willing to allow these providers to
learn that information, but are worried about that information leaking through the
providers to their friends or the public at large.
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In a setting like Fabric, where computations involve more complicated communication patterns and a ner-grained notion of trust and authority, side channels
caused by authorization queries pose a greater risk. Untrusted parties can create
programs that exploit the authorization side channel to leak arbitrary information.
In this chapter we build a formal model of a system and programming language
that explicitly account for authorization query side channels. High-level authorization queries are not built into the language model; instead, we provide low-level
primitives with types that explicitly account for these side channels. We then show
that higher-level authorization queries can be implemented in this low-level language.
The soundness of the type system then shows that the higher-level operations are
safe.
Existing information ow analyses assume that the set of labels forms a lattice [MPP13]. In particular, given two labels `1 and `2 , one can join them to form
a third label `1 t `2 that is more restrictive than each of them. In a decentralized
setting there may be no principal trusted to enforce the policy represented by `1 t `2 .
Data with such a label could be stored using replication [ZCMZ03], but we take a
simpler approach: Our analysis does not assume that labels form a lattice; it merely
assumes they form a preorder.
Revocation is an important consideration when considering distributed authorization queries [ALM15]. Our formal analysis follows previous information ow type
systems by assuming that the principal hierarchy does not change during the execution of a program [HTHZ05, TZ07]. This assumption is a reasonable approximation
of Fabric's transaction mechanism, which limits the side eects of a computation that
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depends on revoked authority [SHTZ06]. We discuss the limits of this approximation and suggest a possible method for extending our analysis to handle revocation
in Section 4.6.

4.1 System Overview
Our goal is to reason about the interplay between authorization and information
ow. Any operation that causes information to ow from label ` to label m should
only be executed if authorized by the owners of ` and m. Our calculus allows us to
write programs that check whether these ows have been authorized while ensuring
that the authorization query itself only causes authorized ows.
Before diving into the formal presentation of our language, we give an overview
of its key design decisions.
Ensuring the integrity of the authorization state is crucially important, but is
orthogonal to the problem of covert channels arising through authorization. Therefore, in this chapter we ignore integrity. Ignoring integrity permits a very simple
label model: labels are just principals, and information can ow from the label corresponding to principal p to label represented by q whenever p delegates to q .
As in Fabric, principals are rst-class objects: they have an identity encoded
as a reference, and state dening the set of principals that they directly delegate
to. The delegation relation is dened as the reexive transitive closure of the direct
delegation relation.
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For simplicity, a principal can only directly delegate to either no principals, to
all principals, or to exactly two principals. This is not a signicant restriction: a
principal can delegate to any nite set of trusted principals by creating a chain
of intermediate principals, each delegating to one of the trusted principals and to
another intermediate principal. Since delegation is transitive, directly delegating to
the rst intermediate principal causes indirect delegation to all of the other principals.
We are interested in capturing the information ows caused by dereferencing
global references; we therefore explicitly model the distributed state of the system.
Objects are stored by principals; we assume the principals that store an object are
able to observe accesses to that object. For simplicity, we make no distinction between stores and principals.
The types of references include an access label that constrains the store holding
the referenced objects. In addition, delegation sets require an access label that
constrains the set of stores that may be contacted while determining the complete
delegation set of that principal. This set includes the store holding the principal, as
well as the stores of the principal's direct and transitive delegatees.
There is no primitive for querying the acts-for relation, since our goal is to show
that such queries are well typed and therefore exhibit no unsafe ows. Instead, the
program must compute the acts-for relation by directly traversing the principal data
structures. This operation is most naturally expressed as a recursive function in a
functional style, so we have chosen to model a functional language based on lambda
calculus extended with references. Figure 4.2 shows the implementation of acts-for
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actsfor :=
2 λaq . λpr. λqr.case pr = qr of
3
| some feq → some (use feq in [pr < qr])
4
| none
→ let fqr : q = * qr with [aq 4 aq] in
5
case fq : q of
6
| P → some (use fqr, fq in [pr < qr])
7
| ∅ → none
8
| {ar,br} → case (((actsfor
9
aq with [aq 4 > ])
10
pr with [aq 4 > ])
11
ar with [aq 4 aq]) of
12
| some fpa → some (use fqr, fq, fpa in [pr < qr])
13
| none
→ case (((actsfor
14
aq with [aq 4 > ])
15
pr with [aq 4 > ])
16
br with [aq 4 aq]) of
17
| some fpb → some (use fqr, fq, fpb in [pr < qr])
18
| none
→ none
1

Figure 4.2: Actsfor implementation. We have appended  r to the names of references: pr, qr, ar and br. The function is parameterized by aq, the access label of the
delegatee. The function returns some if pr acts for qr, and none otherwise. It begins
by checking whether the two references are equal (line 2), returning true if they are.
If not, it fetches q (line 4) and discriminates on the delegation set. In the case that
q delegates to two principals (ar and qr), the function recursively compares pr to
the two delegatees (lines 8 and 13).
in our calculus. Section 4.4 shows that the function is well typed, and therefore does
not leak information.
The key to typing the encoding of acts-for in our model is that the type of the
function requires a high pc. This requirement reects the fact that programs cannot
query the trust hierarchy willy-nilly, but must be careful to do so only in contexts
that do not reveal secret information.
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int {p→p} x; int {q→q} y;
2 if (actsfor(p, q))

1

3

x = y;

Figure 4.3: An example Fabric program that uses dynamic acts-for checking
To show that programs in our language comport with policies, our static analysis
must be able to connect the dynamic information that the acts-for function learns
by traversing the data principal structures to the static information ow checks. For
example, the Fabric program in Figure 4.3 is safe because the ow on line 3 only
occurs if acts-for function returned true. The Fabric type system is able to do this
kind of reasoning because the acts-for operation is built in, but our calculus needs a
more general mechanism.
We accomplish this by allowing programs in our calculus to manipulate security
proofs as rst-class objects. Thus the acts-for function can return not only a boolean
indicating whether one principal acts for another, but also a proof that it does; the
type system can then reason that since the program was able to construct a proof
that a ow is safe that the ow must actually be safe.
Although we avoid revocation for simplicity, we have made a number of design
decisions that will make our language suitable for the integration of revocation. We
avoid implicit coercion of values with less restrictive labels to values with more restrictive labels, because in the presence of revocation, labels that are more restrictive
at one time may be less restrictive in the future. Instead, we require explicit coercion, thereby providing a concrete program point at which information ows between
labels.
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4.2 Language and System Model
We now turn to the formal model of our language and system. Our language has
a number of moving parts, so for clarity we will introduce the syntax, operational
semantics and typing feature by feature.

4.2.1 Standard Features
Figure 4.4 shows the standard features of our language. We start with a simply
typed lambda calculus. We do not have booleans, opting instead for maybe types.
Everything shown in Figure 4.4 is completely standard, except that we carry some
extra context for the features discussed below. Our language has references (discussed
in 4.2.3 below), so our typing relation requires a heap context H to track the types of
references and our reduction relation requires a representation s of the global state.
Our language also keeps track of the side-eects of reads (4.2.3), which requires
a pc parameter to the typing judgment and a log of events ~a in the operational
semantics. Finally, our language has a form of dependent types for reasoning about
information ow (4.2.4), for which we require additional annotations on function
types and function applications; these annotations are explained in Section 4.2.4.

4.2.2 Principals and Delegation
Principals in our language are represented by references ` drawn from a set LocVar
of global locations. This choice is consistent with Fabric, which also represents
principals as references to objects of class Principal.
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x ∈ TermVar
e, f ∈ Expr ::= x | () | let x = e in e 0 | λx .e | e v with f
| some e | none | case e of • some x → e 0 • none → e 00
v, pc ∈ V alue ::= x | () | λx .e
pc

τ ∈ IFType ::= Unit | Maybe τ | (x : τ ) −→ τ 0
E ∈ EvalContext ::= let x = [◦] in e 0 | some [◦] | [◦]v with f | v v 0 with [◦]
Γ ∈ TypeContext ::= ◦ | Γ[x 7→ τ ]
Type system: H ; Γ; pc ` e : τ

Γ(x ) = τ
H ; Γ; pc ` x : τ

tsId

H ; Γ; pc ` () : Unit

tsUnit

H ; Γ[x 7→ τ ]; pc ` e : τ H ; Γ[x 7→ τ ]; pc ` e 0 : τ 0
H ; Γ; pc ` let x = e in e 0 : τ 0
H ; Γ; pc ` e : τ
H ; Γ; pc ` some e : Maybe τ

tsSome

tsLet

H ; Γ; pc ` none : Maybe τ

H ; Γ; pc ` e : Maybe τ H ; Γ[x 7→ τ ]; pc ` e1 : τ 0 H ; Γ; pc ` e2 : τ 0
H ; Γ; pc ` case e of • some x → e1 • none → e2 : τ 0

tsNone

tsMaybeCase

Small-step operational semantics: h~a, e, si → h~a0 , e 0 , s 0 i

h~a, e, si → h~a0 , e 0 , s 0 i
h~a, E [e], si → h~a0 , E [e 0 ], s 0 i

sosCtx

h~a, let x = v in e 0 , si → h~a, e 0 [x 7→ v ], si

h~a, case some v of • some x → e1 • none → e2 , si → h~a, e1 [x 7→ v ], si

h~a, case none of • some x → e1 • none → e2 , si → h~a, e2 , si

sosLet

sosCaseSome

sosCaseNone

Figure 4.4: Syntax and semantics for standard language features.
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` ∈ LocVar
v ∈ V alue ::= . . . | ` | P | ∅ | {v1 , v2 } | > | ⊥
e ∈ Expr ::= . . . | ` | P | ∅ | {e1 , e2 } | > | ⊥
| case f : v of • P → e1 • ∅ → e2 • {x1 , x2 } → e3
τ ∈ IFType ::= . . . | Del A | Prin

Type system: H ; Γ; pc ` e : τ

H ; Γ; pc ` P : Del A

tsAllPrin

tsNoPrin

H ; Γ; pc ` ∅ : Del A

H ; Γ; pc ` e : Del A Ref @A H ; Γ; pc ` e 0 : Del A Ref @A
H ; Γ; pc ` {e, e 0 } : Del A

tsMeet

H ; Γ; pc ` v : Del A
H ; Γ[f 7→ Proof v = P]; pc ` e1 : τ 0
H ; Γ[f 7→ Proof v = ∅]; pc ` e2 : τ 0
H ; Γ[f 7→ Proof v = {x1 , x2 }][x1 7→ Del A Ref @A][x2 7→ Del A Ref @A]; pc ` e3 : τ 0
tsDelCase
H ; Γ; pc ` case f : v of • P → e1 • ∅ → e2 • {x1 , x2 } → e3 : τ 0

H ; Γ; pc ` > : Prin

tsTop

H ; Γ; pc ` ⊥ : Prin

H ; Γ; pc ` e : Del A Ref @A
H ; Γ; pc ` e : Prin

tsBot

tsPrin

Small-step operational semantics: h~a, e, si → h~a0 , e 0 , s 0 i

h~a, case f : ∅ of • P → e1 • ∅ → e2 • {x1 , x2 } → e3 , si → h~a, e2 [f 7→ stmt [∅ = ∅]], si

sosCaseTop

h~a, case f : P of • P → e1 • ∅ → e2 • {x1 , x2 } → e3 , si → h~a, e1 [f 7→ stmt [P = P]], si

sosCaseBot

h~a, case f : {`1 , `2 } of • P → e1 • ∅ → e2 • {x1 , x2 } → e3 , si
→ h~a, e3 [f 7→ stmt [{`1 , `2 } = {`1 , `2 }]][x1 7→ `1 ][x2 7→ `2 ], si

sosCaseMeet

Figure 4.5: Syntax and semantics for language features for principals and delegation

dynAfRefl
s``<`

s ` ` < `0 s ` `0 < `00
s ` ` < `00

s(`) = {`1 , `2 }
s ` `0 < `1
dynMeetLeft
s ` `0 < `

0

s``

dynAfTrans

s(`) = {`1 , `2 }
s ` `0 < `2
dynMeetRight
s ` `0 < `

dynBot
<⊥

s(`0 ) = P
s ` ` < `0

dynAll

Figure 4.6: Relation dening ` 4 `0 .
Since principals are references, they must be explicitly dereferenced in order to
determine delegation relationships. The typing constraints for references described
in Section 4.2.3 prevent read channels for dereferencing in general. Therefore, the
type system also rules out read channels caused by authorization queries.
Dereferencing a principal yields a delegation set, which is a value of type Del A.
As discussed in Section 4.1, a delegation set may be either the set of all principals P,
the set containing no principals ∅, or a set containing exactly two principals {`1 , `2 }.
The A in Del A is an access label and will be discussed further in Section 4.2.3.
The case statement allows discrimination on delegation sets. Like function application, case statements must manipulate rst-class proofs; we therefore defer discussion of the typing and semantics rules to Section 4.2.4.
Principals have type Prin. In addition to references to delegation sets, there are
two special principals > and ⊥. > and ⊥, which are useful for specifying access
labels. > and ⊥ are not references; they contain no delegation state. By denition,

> delegates to no principals (besides itself) while ⊥ delegates to all principals.
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Figure 4.6 contains the formal denition of the acts-for relation. The denition
is parameterized on the state; the judgment has the form s ` `1 < `2 where `1
and `2 are Prins; it is simply a formalization of the reexive transitive closure of
the direct delegation relation, where a principal having the delegation set {`1 , `2 }
directly delegates to both `1 and `2 .

4.2.3 Distributed State
Figure 4.7 shows the syntax and semantics for handling distributed state in our
language. Global references ` are drawn from a set of location variables LocVar ;
these are intended to model Fabric OIDs.
Like Fabric OIDs, each reference is located on a store, and we assume that each
store is operated by a principal. The function storeof maps locations to the principals holding those locations. For example, if LocVar is the set of Fabric OIDs, then

storeof (fab://store/onum) would give fab://store/0 since the principal representing the store is stored at onum 0 by convention.
The new expression is used to allocate new references; the store on which to create
the object is explicitly specied. We assume that there is a deterministic allocation
function alloc that gives a new reference on a store; we assume that the returned
reference depends only on the portion of the state labeled `. This requirement is
why we use a cryptographically strong pseudorandom number generator for OID
allocation in Fabric.
References are read using the let f : x = ∗v with F in e syntax, which binds

x to the value referenced by v and then evaluates the expression e . We use this
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` ∈ LocVar
e ∈ Expr ::= . . . | ` | wrap e with F
| new e@v with F | let f : x = ∗v with F in e
τ ∈ IFType ::= . . . | τ Ref @A
H ∈ HeapContext
::=
◦ | H [` 7→ τ @A]
s ∈ State
::=
◦ | s[` 7→ v ]
a ∈ Event
::=
read ` | write ` v
Type system: H ; Γ; pc ` e : τ

H (`) = τ @A
H ; Γ; pc ` ` : τ Ref @A

tsLoc

H ; Γ; pc ` e : hτ i`
H ; Γ; pc ` A : Prin
H ; Γ; pc ` F : Proof pc 4 A
H ; Γ; pc ` new e@A with F : hτ i` Ref @A

tsNew

H ; Γ; pc ` v : τ Ref @A
H ; Γ; pc ` F : Proof pc 4 A
H ; Γ[f 7→ Proof x = ∗v ][x 7→ τ ]; pc ` e : τ 0
tsRead
H ; Γ; pc ` let f : x = ∗v with F in e : τ 0
H ; Γ; pc ` e : τ Ref @A0 H ; Γ; pc ` F : Proof A 4 A0
H ; Γ; pc ` wrap e with F : τ Ref @A

tsWrap

Small-step operational semantics: h~a, e, si → h~a0 , e 0 , s 0 i

`0 = alloc (s, `, A)
h~a, new hv i` @A with F , si → h~a · write `0 hv i` , `0 , s[`0 7→ hv i` ]i

sosNew

s(`) = v
h~a, let f : x = ∗` with F in e, si → h~a · read `, e[f 7→ stmt [v = ∗`]][x 7→ v ], si

h~a, let f : x = ∗(wrap `0 with F 0 ) with F in e, si
→ h~a · read `0 , e[f 7→ stmt [v = ∗`0 ]][x 7→ v ], si

sosRead

sosReadWrap

Figure 4.7: Syntax and semantics for language features for distributed state

extended syntax because we bind a proof f along with the value x that is returned.
We defer the explanation of this proof term as well as the various with clauses until
Section 4.2.4.
Our language does not allow the existing state to be mutated. Our analysis could
be extended to reason about mutable state, but this would require keeping track of
potential changes to the delegation state as the program executes. This analysis
could be handled using a type-and-eect system or by modeling transactions in the
operational semantics [SHTZ06], but we felt that this additional language complexity
would obscure our handling of read channels and dynamic authorization.
The types of references include an access label A which species a bound on
the store on which the referenced object resides. Our language avoids subtyping,
so references to objects on stores must be explicitly wrapped to be typed with a
dierent access label. The

tsLoc rule enforces this constraint, while the sosWrap

shows that wrapped references are treated the same way as unwrapped references.
Our goal with this language is to track the information that stores can learn
by observing reads and writes to the references they store. To make this analysis
easier, we record read and write events in a log ~a that is carried with the state of the
system. The

sosRead and sosNew rules update the log to record reads and writes

respectively.

4.2.4 Dependent Types and Proofs
Figure 4.8 contains the syntax and semantics for the features used to manipulate
rst-class proofs. The types of proof objects describe the constraints that the proofs
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e ∈ Expr ::= . . . | use e1 , .. , eN in [c] | stmt [c] | v = v 0
pc

τ ∈ IFType ::= . . . | (x : τ ) −→ τ 0 | Proof c
E ∈ EvalContext ::= . . . | e v with [◦] | [◦]v with f | use v1 , .. , vi , [◦], e1 , .. , ej in [c]
0
c ∈ Constraint ::= . . . | v = v 0 | v = ∗v 0 | v1 ; ... ; vN 4 v10 ; ... ; vM
Type system: H ; Γ; pc ` e : τ

H ; Γ[x 7→ τ ]; pc 0 ` e : τ 0
pc 0

H ; Γ; pc ` λx .e : ((x : τ ) −→ τ 0 )

tsLambda

pc 0

H ; Γ; pc ` e : ((x : τ ) −→ τ 0 )
H ; Γ; pc ` v : τ [x 7→ v ]
H ; Γ; pc ` F : Proof pc 4 (pc 0 [x 7→ v ])
H ; Γ; pc ` e v with F : τ 0

H ; Γ; pc ` e1 : Proof c1 .. H ; Γ; pc ` eN : Proof cN
c1 , .. , cN ` c
H ; Γ; pc ` use e1 , .. , eN in [c] : Proof c

H ; Γ; pc ` stmt [c] : Proof c

tsApply

tsProof

tsStmt

H ; Γ; pc ` v1 : τ H ; Γ; pc ` v2 : τ
H ; Γ; pc ` v1 = v2 : Maybe Proof v = v 0

tsEq

Small-step operational semantics: h~a, e, si → h~a0 , e 0 , s 0 i

h~a, (λx .e) v with F , si → h~a, e[x 7→ v ], si

h~a, v = v , si → h~a, some stmt [v = v ], si
v! = v0
h~a, v = v 0 , si → h~a0 , none, s 0 i

sosApp

sosEqTrue

sosEqFalse

Figure 4.8: Language features for proofs and dependent types

witness; constraints c express the equality of two values (v = v 0 ), the state of the
global store (v = ∗v 0 ), or a delegation relationship (v < v 0 ).
There are two types of proof values. Base proofs of the form stmt [c] are intended to model self-validating statements about the state of the system. Statements of equality are easy to validate; statements of the form stmt [v = ∗`] represent
signed statements from the authoritative store of `. Composite proofs have the form

use v1 , .. , vN in [c]. These proofs are valid if the statements proved by the vi imply
c.
A key aspect of a well-formed conguration is that all of the assertions (base
proofs) contained in it are valid. For this reason we disallow base proofs in the
surface syntax; they are only introduced during the execution of the program. The
proof of type preservation shows that this property continues to hold throughout
execution.
Proofs are introduced by the dynamic tests of the claims that they witness. Statements of equality are introduced by the equality test in the

sosEqTrue rule. This

shows why we have chosen maybe types instead of booleans: equality tests return
proofs in the positive case.
Similarly, statements about dereferenced locations are bound by the

sosRead

rule shown previously (Figure 4.7). These are intended to represent the signed packets that are returned from stores when objects are requested.
Statements about the state of the acts-for hierarchy are obtained by traversing
delegation sets: the statement case f : v of • P → e1 • ∅ → e2 • {x1 , x2 } → e3 binds

f to a proof that the delegation set v has the appropriate value.
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c1 , .. , cN ` cj

statId

c1 , .. , cN ` v = v 0
c1 , .. , cN ` v < v 0

c1 , .. , cN ` x 0 = ∗x c1 , .. , cN ` x 0 = P
c1 , .. , cN ` y < x

statAfRefl

statAllPrincipals

c1 , .. , cN ` v < v 0 c1 , .. , cN ` v 0 < v 00
c1 , .. , cN ` v < v 00

c1 , .. , cN ` x 0 = ∗x
c1 , .. , cN ` x 0 = {x1 , x2 }
c1 , .. , cN ` y < x1
statMeetLeft
c1 , .. , cN ` y < x

statAfTrans

c1 , .. , cN ` x 0 = ∗x
c1 , .. , cN ` x 0 = {x1 , x2 }
c1 , .. , cN ` y < x2
statMeetRight
c1 , .. , cN ` y < x

Figure 4.9: The static implication relation c1 , .. , cN ` c . The compound constraint
0
is equivalent to the N · M constraints vi 4 vj0 . Rules for
v1 ; ... ; vN 4 v10 ; ... ; vM
symmetry, transitivity and reexivity of = as well as for deconstructing compound
acts-for constraints are elided.
Proofs can be combined using the use construct, which creates a proof of a
derived constraint by combining proofs of the premises. For example, a program can
combine proofs that d = ∗q and d = P to conclude that q 4 p for any p, since q 's
delegation set says it delegates to all principals. The rules for combining constraints
are given in Figure 4.9.
Proofs terms must be provided by the programmer whenever the safety of a
statement relies on a delegation relationship. This is the purpose of the with clauses
on function application (which may raise the pc), allocation and dereferencing (which
may leak the pc to the store holding the object being fetched), and wrapped pointers
(which must prove that the actual store receiving the information is trusted to enforce
the access label).
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4.2.5 Labeled Values and Relabeling
The types we have seen so far do not describe condential valuesindeed none of the
types described so far have information ow labels. We have been able to encapsulate
the features for information ow tracking in one place by adapting the security monad
design from the Dependency Core Calculus [ABHR99] to our setting. Figure 4.10
shows the relevant parts of the syntax and semantics.
Bracketed values hv i` represent labeled information; they have types that are also
bracketed. In order to associate a single label to each part of the state, we prevent
nested brackets. To achieve this goal, we do not allow users to insert brackets into
their programs directly; instead they must use the return construct2 .
The bindL0 x = e with F in e 0 syntax is used to extract values out of brackets.
In this expression, e has a bracketed type, so dynamically it will produce a bracketed
value. Within e 0 , the variable x will be bound to the (unbracketed) value produced
by e . It can therefore use this value in case statements, function calls, or any of the
other expressions that operate over unbracketed values. The catch is that the pc is
raised to L0 when type checking e 0 , so all of the side-eects of operations that make
use of x must be above level L0 . Similarly, the result of evaluating e 0 must also be
labeled L0 . To ensure that these ows are safe, the programmer must supply a proof

F that both the pc and L can ow to L0 .
The premise of the

sosBind rule deserves mention. Instead of simply performing

a substitution of x in e 0 , the bind statement executes e 0 completely in a single step.
2 The choice of the keywords
a

monad,

bind and return reect the fact that these operations almost form

a standard design pattern used in functional programming. We say almost because the

double-bracketing restriction prevents the monadic functor from being a total function.
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e ∈ Expr ::= . . . | bind` x = e with F in e 0 | return` e | hv i`
τ ∈ IFType ::= . . . | hτ i`
Type system: H ; Γ; pc ` e : τ

H ; Γ; pc ` e : hτ iL
H ; Γ; pc ` L0 : Prin
H ; Γ; pc ` F : Proof pc; L 4 L0
H ; Γ[x 7→ τ ]; L0 ` e 0 : hτ 0 iL0
H ; Γ; pc ` bindL0 x = e with F in e 0 : hτ 0 iL0
H ; Γ; pc ` e : τ
H ; Γ; pc ` returnL e : hτ iL

tsBind

tsReturn

H ; Γ; pc ` v : τ H ; Γ; pc ` ` : Prin
H ; Γ; pc ` hv i` : hτ i`

tsProtect

Small-step operational semantics: h~a, e, si → h~a0 , e 0 , s 0 i

h~a, e 0 [x 7→ v ], si →∗ h~a0 , v 0 , s 0 i
h~a, bind`0 x = hv i` with F in e 0 , si → h~a0 , v 0 , s 0 i

h~a, return` v , si → h~a, hv i` , si

sosBind

sosReturn

Figure 4.10: Language features for information ow

This choice enables us to state our denition of ow in terms of single steps in
the operational semantics. In a sense, this encodes our decision to ignore timing
channelsthe number of steps can be thought of as a crude measure of execution
time; by making all computations that can observe labeled values execute in a single
step, we clobber this timing information. This is the same approach taken in the
Λ

denition of () in Chapter 3.

4.3 Security Condition
With our language fully dened, we now turn to the security properties provided by
the type system. Typically, information ow security is measured by some form of
noninterference, which informally says that if an attacker is not allowed to distinguish
between two inputs to a program, then they should not be able to distinguish the
between the outputs of the program. This perspective divides the state of the system
into things that the attacker is allowed to learn (the public state) and things the
attacker is not allowed to learn (the private state).
This perspective assumes that we can ignore ows that are compatible with the
ows-to relation, and then proves that there are no (non-ignored) ows. In our
setting, the question of whether a principal is allowed to learn something depends
on the state of the program. Fortunately, the ow model dened in Chapter 3
is well suited to our task, because it makes all ows explicit, and then allows us to
characterize whether ows are safe or unsafe in the environment in which they occur.
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In this section we apply the abstract denitions from Chapter 3 to our language
model, and prove that there are no unsafe ows. Our language does not include
primitives for downgrading, so we do not consider inuenced ows.

4.3.1 Denitions
Recall the denition of ow from Chapter 3: we say that information ows from h to

k if we can start with a conguration C1 which steps to C10 , alter only the  h part of
C1 to form C2 , and step to a new conguration C20 which diers in the  k part. We
(0 )

refer to the 4 conguration Ci = (C1 , C10 , C2 , C20 ) as the

witness to the ow. This is

summarized in the formal denition:

Denition 4.1 (Flow). h ows to k with witness Ci( ) (written h
0

C1
C2

C10
C20

k ) if

• Ci → Ci0 ,
• C1 and C2 dier only at h, and
• C10 and C20 dier at k .
This denition requires us to dene what it means for two congurations to agree
(or dier) at a given label.

Denition 4.2. (conguration agreement at `). We say that two congurations
C1 = h~a1 , e1 , s1 i and C2 = h~a2 , e2 , s2 i agree at ` (written C1 =` C2 ), if ~a1 and ~a2

agree at `, s1 and s2 agree at `, and e1 and e2 agree at `.
For memories this is easy to dene, because each location ` has an associated
label:
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Denition 4.20 . (memory agreement at `). We say that states s1 and s2

agree at `

(written s1 =` s2 ) if for all locations `0 such that ` = labelof (`0 ), s1 (`0 ) = s2 (`0 ).
Similarly, each `0 has an associated store that is able to see reads to `0 , so we can
dene equality of event streams:

Denition 4.200 . (event sequence agreement at `). Two sequences of events α1∗ and
α2∗ agree at ` (written α1∗ =` α2∗ ) if restricting the αi∗ to reads of locations `0 with
store − of `0 = ` yields the same sequences.
The dicult part of the denition is the agreement of two programs at label `.
To allow us to reason about programs that are indistinguishable at a given level, we
introduce bracketed values hvi` . Bracketed values are considered equal to all labels
other than `:

Denition 4.2000 . (expression agreement at `). Two bracketed values hv1 i`0 and hv2 i`0
are equal at level ` if `0 6= ` or if v1 =` v2 . Other expressions are equal at level ` if
they are structurally similar and their corresponding subexpressions are equal at level
`.
This notion of agreement at ` is dierent from the usual notion of low-equivalence
commonly used to dene noninterference. Low-equivalence requires agreement at all
labels

lower than `, whereas our denition requires agreement only at ` itself. The

reason for this choice is that we consider the label order to be ephemeral, and consider
both safe and unsafe ows to be important.
Our denition of ow is stated in terms of single steps in the operational semantics, whereas typical denitions of noninterference allow one of the two congurations
to take an arbitrary number of steps to catch up to the other. Consider the following program for example:
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1
2
3

P := if secret
then let x = () in ()
else ()
Regardless of the value of secret, this program evaluates to (), but it may take
dierent numbers of steps to do so. We are deliberately ignoring timing channels, so
we want these two evaluations to look equivalent.
Our approach is to set up the semantics so that computations that branch on high
data always appear to complete in a single step. This approach is encoded in the

sosBind rule: a conguration that binds a value completes the entire high context
in a single step.
With the denition of a ow in hand, we can now describe when ows are safe:

Denition 4.3. (safe ows). We say a ow h

C1
C2

C10
C20

k is safe if Ci ` h 4 k 0 .
(0 )

Note that there are four possible congurations in which to evaluate ` 4 `0 (C1 ,

C2 , C10 and C20 ), and we require the delegation relationship to hold in all four of them.
Our security theorem will say that well-formed congurations do not exhibit
unsafe ows. This requires a denition of well-formedness. Naturally, well-formed
programs must be well typed. In addition, we require that all of the assertions
claimed by the program must be true, and that there are no double-bracketed values.
These requirements are summarized in the following denition:

Denition 4.4. (well-formed conguration). We say that a conguration C =
h~a, e, si is well-formed, written pc ` C : τ if there exists some heap context H

such that
• H ; ◦; pc ` e : τ
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• H ` s , and
• all of the statements in both e and s are satised by s .
These extra assumptions are trivially satised by programs that a user writes,
as we disallow both base statements and bracketed terms. However, we need these
conditions to reason about partially evaluated programs.

4.3.2 Proof of Security
We now present a sketch of the proof that our type system enforces security as dened
above.

Theorem 4.5. (Small-step security) Suppose that we have a ow h

C1
C2

C10
C20

k , and

that for some pc, pc ` Ci : τ . Then Ci( ) ` h 4 k.
0

Proof. It suces to show that C1 ` h 4 k . C2 ` h 4 k follows by symmetry, while
Ci0 ` h 4 k follows from the following lemma:

Lemma 4.6. (Acts-for is preserved) If C → C 0 then C ` h 4 k implies C 0 ` h 4 k .
Further, if h and k are bound in the state of C , then the converse also holds.
Proof. This lemma is where we exploit the lack of mutation, as discussed in Section 4.2.3. It follows trivially by induction on the derivation of C → C 0 .
By the denition of ow, we know that C1 → C10 ; We proceed by induction on
this derivation. We will generalize our inductive hypothesis somewhat: instead of
assuming that C1 and C2 dier only on a single label h, we allow them to dier on a
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set of labels H . We show that there is at least one label h ∈ H for which C1 ` h 4 k .
The claimed theorem then follows from the case where H = {h}.
Let h be an arbitrary label not in H (the theorem is trivial if no such h exists);
by the denition of ow, we know that C1 =h C2 , and by inspection we can conclude
that the derivation C2 → C20 uses the same rule as the derivation C1 → C10 .
We now consider the reduction rules in turn:

Context rule

We have the following situation:

b1 :=) h~a1 , eb1 , s1 i → h~a0 , eb0 , s 0 i (:= C
b0 )
(C
1 1 1
1
e01 ], s10 i (:= C10 )
(C1 :=) h~a1 , E1 [b
e1 ], s1 i → h~a01 , E1 [b

sosContext

b2 :=) h~a2 , eb2 , s2 i → h~a02 , eb0 , s 0 i (:= C
b0 )
(C
2 2
2
e02 ], s20 i (:= C20 )
(C2 :=) h~a2 , E2 [b
e2 ], s2 i → h~a02 , E2 [b

sosContext

We must check the following fact about evaluation contexts:

Lemma 4.7. (`-equal evaluation contexts) If E1 [e1 ] =` E2 [e2 ] then e1 =` e2
and for all e10 =` e20 , we have E1 [e10 ] =` E2 [e20 ].
Proof. Straightforward by induction on the structure of E .
b2 . Moreover, C
b1 6=k C
b2 . We can
b1 = C
This lemma tells us that for all h ∈
/ H, C
h
b1 ` h 4 k for some
therefore apply the inductive hypothesis to conclude that C
b1 have the same state, we can conclude that C1 ` h 4 k
h ∈ H . Since C1 and C
as required.

Straightforward cases

The proof for the non-inductive rules (App, Let, New,

Read, EqTrue, EqFalse, and the Case rules) all follow immediately. As an
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example, we give the details for the Let rule. We have the following situation:

(C1 :=) h~a1 , let x = v1 in e10 , s1 i → h~a1 , e10 [x 7→ v1 ], s1 i (:= C10 )
(C2 :=) h~a2 , let x = v2 in e20 , s2 i → h~a2 , e20 [x 7→ v2 ], s2 i (:= C20 )

sosLet
sosLet

Since C1 =h C2 , we know that ~a1 =h ~a2 , v1 =h v2 , e10 =h e20 and s1 =h s2 . From
this we conclude that e10 [x 7→ v1 ] =h e20 [x 7→ v2 ], and thus C10 =h C20 for all

h ∈
/ H . Since C10 6=k C20 , it must be the case that k ∈ H . By reexivity of
acts-for, C1 ` k 4 k so choosing h := k completes this case.
The other straightforward cases have the same structure: show that C10 =h C20
and then choose h := k using reexivity.

Bind

This is the interesting case. We have

b1 :=)
b10 )
(C
h~a1 , eb1 [x 7→ v1 ], s1 i →∗ h~a01 , v10 , s10 i
(:= C
(C1 :=) h~a1 , bind`0 x = hv1 i` with f in eb1 , s1 i → h~a01 , v10 , s10 i (:= C10 )

sosBind

b2 :=)
b20 )
(C
h~a2 , eb2 [x 7→ v2 ], s2 i →∗ h~a02 , v20 , s20 i
(:= C
(C2 :=) h~a2 , bind`0 x = hv2 i` with f in eb2 , s2 i → h~a02 , v20 , s20 i (:= C20 )

sosBind

Now, there are two possibilities: either ` ∈ H or ` ∈
/ H . If ` ∈
/ H then we
know hv1 i` =` hv2 i` so v1 =` v2 . Therefore eb1 [x 7→ v1 ] =` eb2 [x 7→ v2 ], and thus

b0 , so that C 0 =` C 0 . As in the
b1 =` C
b2 . This implies that C
b0 =` C
C
2
1
2
1

sosLet

case above, we see that k ∈ H and C1 ` k 4 k , as required.
The other possibility is that ` ∈ H . In that case, v1 and v2 may be completely
unrelated. However, we will now show that the fact that these dierences
inuence the output at level k implies that C1 ` ` 4 k , so that we can choose

h := `.
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Since C10 6=k C20 , we know that either (1) v10 6=k v20 , (2) ~a01 6=k ~a02 , or (3) s10 6=k s20 .
In all three cases, we will use the facts that C1 ` pc 4 `0 and C1 ` ` 4 `0 , which
come from the existence of the proof object f : Proof pc; ` 4 `0 .
In case (1), note that values v10 and v20 both have type hτ i`0 , and thus have the
forms hb
v10 i`0 and hb
v20 i`0 . This means that v10 = hb
v10 i`0 6=k hb
v20 i`0 = v20 , which is
only possible if k = `0 . Since C1 ` ` 4 `0 , we have C1 ` ` 4 k as required.
In cases (2) and (3), the evaluation of one of eb1 or eb2 must have caused side
eects at k . However, we know that eb1 and eb2 are both well-typed with pc

`0 , which intuitively means that evaluating them should only have side eects
at labels above `0 . Thus, the side eects at k should mean that C1 ` `0 4 k .
Combining this with the fact that C1 ` ` 4 `0 gives C1 ` ` 4 k as required.
The intuition in the preceding paragraph is justied by the following lemma:

Lemma 4.8. (No low side-eects) Suppose that pc ` C and that C →∗ C 0 .
Then if the store of C 0 diers from the store of C at label k then C ` pc 4 k .
Similarly, if the trace of C 0 diers from the trace of C 0 on k then C ` pc 4 k .
Proof. Induction on the length of C →∗ C 0 and the derivation of C → C 0 .
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.5.

4.4 Actsfor Revisited
The implementation of acts-for in gure 4.2 has the type
>

aq

>

(aq : Prin) −→ (pr : Prin) −→ (qr : Del aq Ref @aq) −→ Maybe Proof pr < qr
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According to theorem 4.5, this means that if executed, the function produces no side
eects below aq . However, it does require that the caller provide a proof that the
caller's pc may ow to aq .
This implementation of acts-for has a few shortcomings. In particular, while our
denitions allow circular delegation relations, the function shown will loop innitely
if executed on a principal with a cyclic delegation structure. Because acts-for is not
primitive, implementing a search procedure that keeps track of visited principals is
a simple matter of programming; the correctness of the implementation follows from
the typing. Fabric's implementation of acts-for is even more complicated, because
it performs caching of intermediate results and reuses facts it has already derived.
Although we have not done this exercise, our calculus should be suciently expressive
to encode such a function.
Another possible extension would be to allow dynamic exploration of the actsfor hierarchy. In our current formulation, the access label on principal objects is
statically determined, and principals are not able to delegate to principals on more
public stores. An alternative approach would be to supply the program counter label
to the acts-for implementation, and allow it to dynamically explore as much of the
hierarchy as it can while avoiding unsafe read channels. This would require extending
our calculus to provide a way to dynamically determine the store of a reference, but
this should not present any fundamental diculty. The advantage to this approach
is that acts-for could be queried in more circumstances, but the result it returns
would only be a conservative approximation of the true acts-for relation. Exploring
the limitations of these contrasting approaches is planned for future work.
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nal Label l1, l2;
2 if (l1 v l2) { /* l1 v l2 is assumed here */ }
1

3

nal Principal p1, p2;
5 if (p1 4 p2) { /* p1 4 p2 is assumed here */ }

4

Figure 4.11: Dynamic label and principal tests in Fabric.

4.5 Lessons for Fabric
In this section we discuss the ramications of this Chapter's formal development on
the Fabric system. The most direct impact will be on the typing of the dynamic
label and principal comparison operations. Fabric contains primitive syntax for dynamically comparing labels and principals, shown in Figure 4.11.
These constructs are translated to Java by generating calls to the LabelUtil.flowsTo
and PrincipalUtil.delegatesTo methods respectively. These methods, which are
implemented in Java, are responsible for traversing the hierarchy dened by the

Principal.delegatesTo methods.
In order to properly account for read channels through delegation, we must impose additional constraints on the use of these constructs. In our formal model, we
parameterized the Del type with an access label A; in Fabric we should parameterize
the Principal and Label classes with an access label. This can be handled using
Fabric's existing support for parameterized classes. In our formal model, the type
for actsfor required the caller's pc to ow to the access label of the delegator; the
corresponding requirement in Fabric will be to require the pc at a dynamic check to
ow to the access label of the delegator.
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In fact we could go a step further by porting the Fabric implementation of
the PrincipalUtil.delegatesTo and LabelUtil.flowsTo functions into the Fabric language, and type checking the dynamic delegation primitives as if they were
method invocations. This approach would ensure that we do not make securitycritical mistakes while implementing them.
More generally, we believe the approach used in this formal development can
be applied more broadly to the analysis of the Fabric system. In particular, by
implementing high-level Fabric primitives in lower-level calculi with information ow
tracking, we can eectively reason about the information ow behavior of our system
implementation. In the limit, we could implement the Fabric runtime system in a
language like Jif, which would be an interesting research project in its own right.
First-class proofs are not necessary to x the dynamic authorization side channel
in Fabric, but they would be useful to add for a number of other reasons. The
most natural way to integrate them into the Fabric programming model would be as
representation invariants on Fabric classes. Instances of these classes could then be
used to tie together a collection of principals and other objects and act as a witness
that the expected relationships between those principals hold.
To see the benets of this feature, consider the airline example from Chapter 2. In
that example, there were principals representing an airline, a Broker, and a customer,
and we assumed that the airline and customer both delegated to the Broker. In
the implementation, each of the methods that made use of these assumptions had
to use

where

clauses indicating the assumptions, and these where clauses had to

be threaded through all of the implementation methods. Similarly, the FriendMap
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class ProblemInstance where airline 4 broker, customer 4 broker {
2
public nal Airline airline;
3
public nal Broker broker;
4
public nal Customer customer;
1

5

public ProblemInstance(Airline a, Broker b, Customer c)
throws AssertionFailedException

6
7

{

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

}

}

assert (a 4 b); assert (c 4 b);

void runAuction(nonnull ProblemInstance pi) {
}

/* this code can assume that pi.airline 4 pi.broker */
Figure 4.12: Broker example using class

where constraints.

application discussed in Chapter 2 was factored into a number of methods for adding
a pin to a map, for creating a public map with a given set of users, for creating a
private map, and so on. Each of these methods required explicit declarations of the
expected relationships, leading to verbose and redundant annotations.
With representation invariants, we could encode these expectations into a class
which checks the invariants in the constructor. The methods that rely on the relationships can then replace the list of where constraints with a single argument representing the problem instance. In the airline example, we would create a ExampleInstance
class as shown in Figure 4.12. The compiler ensures that the assertions in the where
clauses hold at the end of the constructor invocation, allowing the runAuction
method to assume them.
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These features should be easy to implement by building on features already
present in Jif and Fabric. In particular, the Jif compiler already performs static
analysis to determine whether references may be

null,

and they already perform

static information ow analysis relative to an environment of known label and principal relationships. Adding class invariants should be a matter of extending the
environment used for label checking with facts taken from the classes of in-scope
non-null references. However, implementation and evaluation of these designs is left
for future work.
First class proof terms can also inform the runtime implementation of systems
like Fabric. Fabric stores already distribute signed object groups to workers and the
dissemination layer. These are very similar to the stmt [v = ∗v 0 ] objects that are
produced by reads in our calculus. Thinking of these as rst-class proof objects can
simplify the way we reason about them. This idea is closely related to current work
on warranties [LMA+ 14]; we expect that the implementation of rst-class proofs in
Fabric will mesh elegantly with ongoing eorts to implement warranties in Fabric.

4.6 Revocation
Our soundness result depends on the assumption that when the program reads a
reference, the value that is read does not subsequently change. Some kind of consistency constraint is necessary to rule out an execution in which a delegation set is
read by a worker w, then is changed, and then w performs an action based on the
stale delegation set. This would result in an impermissible ow, and is an example
of a time-of-check/time-of-use (TOCTOU) vulnerability.
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The consistency constraint we have used in our model is extremely strongthat
once something is read it never changes. This choice is inspired by the transaction
abstraction, in which programs may operate under the illusion that they are completely isolated from all concurrent mutations, and the runtime system is responsible
for resolving conicts between transactions. This approach is somewhat justied by
the results in [SHTZ06], which proves a noninterference result in a language with
mutable delegation using an explicit transaction system.
However, just as the metatheory in prior work has hidden the information ows
required to implement dynamic delegation checks, we have masked the information
ows required to implement transactions by making this strong transactional assumption. Although we leave formalization of information ow through transaction
implementations to future work, in this section we will pull back the curtain somewhat and examine some of the issues at a high level.
Consider an optimistic transaction implementation such as Fabric's (see Chapter 2). Optimistic concurrency control isolates transactions by speculatively executing them and rolling them back if they cause conicts. Although this scheme keeps
the persistent data consistent, it does not prevent information leaks caused by inconsistent trust conguration: the transaction will only be rolled back when it tries
to commit, but it may communicate sensitive information before that. Put another
way, communication with untrusted nodes is an external action that cannot be rolled
back, and such actions are incompatible with optimistic concurrency control.
Since the problem with the optimistic approach is that we may perform external
actions before checking consistency, we may consider performing a consistency check
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before each externally visible action. This approach fails for two reasons. The rst
is that performing these checks may introduce new read channels: the fact that the
consistency check is being made indicates that an externally visible action is about
to happen.
The second problem with performing extra consistency checks prior to performing externally visible actions is that they do not solve the TOCTOU vulnerability.
Although it would require delegation immediately
not require delegation

before an information ow, it does

while the action is being performed. While this may be good

enough for many applications, it is hard to characterize exactly what security property is oered. The root of the problem is that reading a delegation object gives a
snapshot at a zero-dimensional point in time while performing actions that may leak
information takes a one-dimensional range of time.
An alternative approach to consistency control is to use pessimistic concurrency
control, or locking. Under this approach, objects are locked whenever they are read,
and the stores reject any conicting updates until the lock is released. Similarly, if one
is willing to assume that nodes have access to synchronized or loosely synchronized
clocks, then it is possible to issue warranties [LMA+ 14] that guarantee that the
value of an object will not change for a certain time period after it is read. Either of
these approaches give a worker certainty about the delegation state if it has read a
delegation set suciently recently.
The problem with locks, leases, and warranties in our setting is that they introduce additional covert channels. A worker should be able to fetch an object from a
highly trusted store in a high context, even if the object itself is public. However, if
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reading the object causes it to be locked or to have a promise generated for it, then
untrusted workers can learn that the object is being accessed by observing whether
updates to that object are accepted.
One way to prevent these channels from leaking information is to make their
eects depend only on public information. For example, instead of generating leases
on an as-needed basis, a store could adopt a public and xed schedule of when
updates are allowed to occur. As long as a worker is executing within one of the
epochs in which delegation information will not change, it can safely assume that
the values it has read are consistent, but untrusted hosts can not learn anything
more than the public schedule. This is a simplied example of the technique used
by Askarov et al. [AZM10] to prevent timing channels.
One further twist to consider is that in our model, proof terms can be persisted
on stores. Therefore we must have some mechanism to ensure that when a proof
term is dereferenced that the fact that it proves is still valid. One way to ensure this
to simply check whether the facts within the proof are still valid, but this means that
proof terms are not very durable. An alternative approach is to have stores that hold
proof terms subscribe to the facts referenced by those proof terms, and rebuild the
proofs whenever the epochs for those references ends.
We think that this schemeepoch based concurrency control with subscriptions
for proof termscan be implemented soundly. However, as this section shows there
are many subtleties involved, and signicant future research must be done to formalize this approach and to validate its practical feasibility. Just as we analyzed
acts-for tests by encoding them in a more primitive language, encoding transaction
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management in a simple language containing basic message passing primitives is a
potential technique for analyzing these concurrency control schemes.

4.7 Related Work
The problem of condentiality leaks through policy changes has been widely studied.
Becker [Bec12] examines information ow in declarative policy languages. In the
context of language-based information ow analysis, Rx [SHTZ06] uses

metapolicies

that bound the information that can be learned by querying label relationships.
Zheng et al. [ZM07] allow labels to be represented dynamically by objects that have
their own information ow labels. Kozyri et al. [KSB+ 19] present a general framework
for reasoning about chains of metapolicies, each describing the next.
The concern addressed in this chapter is lower-level. Instead of bounding the
information learned by observing the policy, we are focused on the covert channels
caused by observing requests about the policy. These information ows are examples
of read channels. Our use of access labels to control read channels is based on K.
Vikram's approach [Vik15].
Automated trust negotiation (ATN) protocols [WSJ00] use access control policies
to prevent information leakage through credential requests. In the ATN setting,
parties iteratively exchange credentials in an attempt to demonstrate that they are
authorized to view the credentials presented in the next round.
The ow-limited authorization model (FLAM) [ALM15] also considers information ow through dynamic authorization queries in the context of an authorization
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logic. Judgments in FLAM are predicated on an information ow label bounding
the principals holding the information used in the derivation. The authors present
a proof search algorithm that is similar to our implementation of actsfor, but they
do not study the information ow properties of their algorithm.
Our language can be thought of as a domain specic language for tracking
information ow in a reference monitor. The ow-limited authorization calculus
(FLAC) [AM16] takes a very similar approach. FLAC has a delegation value type
that serves the same purpose as our proof objects. Like our calculus, FLAC uses the
DCC monad to track information ow. FLAC does not track read channels.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
Our goal in this dissertation was to bridge the divide between the strong security
assurance provided by decentralized information ow control and the software engineering features required by modern distributed applications. This agenda has raised
interesting problems on both ends of the divide, and we have presented contributions
to both areas.

5.1 Contributions to Distributed Software Platforms
On the software-engineering side, Fabric demonstrates that language-based information ow control is a compelling approach to building secure distributed applications
that operate in a federated environment. Fabric succeeds in oering both a simple,
general abstraction for building secure systems and an implementation that can be
used to build real applications with stronger security assurance than any previous
platform for distributed computing.
The Fabric language supports the construction of secure distributed applications
by integrating support for information ow control, object shipping, function shipping, mobile code, and transaction-based concurrency control. Fabric provides these
features in the context of a fully featured object-oriented language, allowing developers to build software using familiar design patterns and idioms.
Implementing the Fabric language and system securely and eciently required
several technical innovations. The Fabric system includes novel static and dynamic
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type-checking constraints to support data shipping, function shipping, and mobile
code while respecting condentiality and integrity requirements. Novel implementation techniques, including writer maps, distributed transaction logging, and our
hierarchical two-phase commit protocol enable a strong transactional consistency
model in the presence of mutual distrust.
The example applications we have implemented show that Fabric is an expressive
language for building complex distributed applications, and that the Fabric system
provides good performance. The FriendMap, multiuser calendar, and bidding agent
examples model complex interactions between mutually distrusting entities, while
the OO7 and CMS examples show that our implementation provides acceptable
performance.

5.2 Contributions to Information Flow Analysis
Reasoning about Fabric's information ow properties has raised several interesting
challenges for the formal analysis of decentralized information ow control systems,
and we have presented important contributions in this area as well.
We have articulated a decentralized security principle that is suitable for evaluating a federated system like Fabric: a principal should only be harmed by someone
that they trust. The denitions of ow and inuenced ow given in Chapter 3 provide
a useful language for rigorously dening the DSP.
Our denitions make minimal assumptions about the label model and the system model, and are therefore broadly applicable. They generalize existing semantic
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security conditions, while accounting for the potential untrustworthiness of parts of
the computational infrastructure.
Using these denitions, we were able to formally state and prove two forms of the
decentralized security principle: a strong form that describes systems that aim to
enforce noninterference, and a weak form that describes systems with downgrading.
Trust, authority, and integrity are closely linked, and the label model abstraction
presented in Chapter 3 goes beyond previous frameworks by making these relationships explicit. The formal statement and proof of the DSP require an is-trustedto-enforce relation and an authority function describing the intended semantics of
labels. The extended decentralized label model instantiates the label model axioms
and demonstrates the utility of these relations.
These contributions are a solid foundation for the mathematical modeling of
distributed information ow control systems.

5.3 Contributions to Dynamic Distributed Authorization
Federated systems require a decentralized mechanism for authorization; systems that
provide strong security guarantees must implement those authorization mechanisms
without violating information ow restrictions. Since trust statements in federated
systems are distributed, determining whether a computation is safe may require a
separate distributed computation, which may in turn introduce potentially unsafe
information ows.
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We addressed this problem in Chapter 4 by constructing a calculus for distributed
authorization queries that tracks information ow. We showed that programs in our
language do not leak information, and that the language is suciently expressive to
model nontrivial authorization queries.
Types in our calculus include information ow labels, and therefore type checking
requires resolving authorization queries. Authorization queries are implemented as
programs in the calculus, which must themselves be well-typed. Our authorization
calculus resolves this apparent circularity using a novel dependent type system based
on rst-class proof objects: in order to evaluate authorization queries, programs must
rst construct proofs that the evaluation will not inappropriately leak information.

5.4 Future work
Fabric provides fertile ground for research into the interactions between information
ow control and distributed systems, and there are several natural directions to
extend the work presented in this dissertation.
One avenue for further exploration would be to integrate the theoretical frameworks presented in Chapters 3 and 4 into the Fabric implementation. The label
model requirements given in Chapter 3 can be naturally encoded as a collection of
Fabric interfaces; particular label models such as the DLM and the EDLM would be
implemented by Fabric code that instantiates those interfaces.
This transformation would have several benets. Implementing the principal and
label infrastructure in Fabric provides assurance that those implementations do not
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harm the condentiality or integrity of the system. In particular, the authorization
leaks discussed in Chapter 4 would be ruled out by Fabric's access label checking.
This assurance would come at the cost of a more sophisticated type system: dependent types similar to those used in Chapter 4 would likely be necessary to typecheck
label model implementations.
Another advantage of abstracting away the label model would be the potential
to integrate Fabric applications with applications written for other DIFC platforms
that use dierent label models (such as DStar or Aeolus). The ability to integrate
software built using dierent technologies is another important feature of the modern
software ecosystem that we have not addressed; a label model abstraction would be
an important component in a principled analysis of integrated DIFC systems.
A related avenue for further research would be to investigate the theoretical relationships between dierent label models using the abstract label model framework
given in Chapter 3. Montagu et al. [MPP13] have dened morphisms between label
algebras, allowing them to formally characterize the fundamental dierences between dierent label models. Their denition of a label model does not consider
the is-trusted-to-enforce relation or the relationship between integrity and authority; extending their denitions in light of the DSP would shed further light on the
relationships between dierent label models.
The authority function introduced in Chapter 3 provides an interesting parameter
for exploring security conditions that are more restrictive than nonmalleability but
less restrictive than noninterference. An authority function requiring high integrity
for downgrading would allow a principal to delegate the ability to handle data without
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delegating the ability to make decisions about the policy on the data. A more public
authority function would encode a requirement that downgrading decisions must be
observable, a kind of auditability requirement.
The calculus presented in Chapter 4 contains the low-level features necessary to
implement the high-level authorization primitives that are implemented as trusted
code in Fabric. A similar approach could be used to analyze the information-ow
properties of other components of the Fabric implementation.
For example, although we have taken care to implement the distributed transaction management subsystem in a way that respects the information ow policies on
data, the implementation is complex. An implementation in a calculus with information ow types and low-level communication primitives would increase the level of
assurance that the Fabric system is secure. The formal properties of such a calculus
may also shed further light on the interactions between transactions and revocation,
as discussed in Section 4.6.
In the limit, a complete implementation of the Fabric system in either the Fabric
language or a suitable lower-level language would be an interesting project. Such an
implementation would allow the formal properties of the implementation language to
be used to reason about the security and correctness of the system implementation.
This would reduce the trusted computing base of Fabric programs and increase assurance that Fabric enforces applications' condentiality and integrity requirements.
Chapter 4 analyzes the information ows in a fairly simple authorization scheme.
Expanding the calculus to a more fully-featured language would enable implementation of more complex automated trust negotiation schemes. Using a domain-specic
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language for implementing distributed reference monitors with information ow control would increase assurance in the trustworthy implementation of these securitycritical components.
Experience writing complex applications in Fabric has inspired the design of new
programming language mechanisms. For example, the design of rst-order proof
objects sketched in Section 4.5 was driven by a desire to encapsulate the security requirements of the FriendMap application and thereby reduce the annotation burden.
Implementing rst-order proof objects and investigating their formal properties is
a promising avenue for future work. Moreover, this experience suggests that implementing more applications in Fabric could inspire other useful programming language
features for secure distributed computation.

5.5 Summary
Information security is a critical challenge for the modern applications. We have
shown that language-based information ow control can be extended to address the
complex requirements of today's software ecosystem. My hope is that these contributions help move us towards a world where users can expect their data to be used
appropriately, and where software providers have the tools to meet those expectations.
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